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Editorial
Dear Israelite Reader,

My Response to Henry
Jackson’s Capitulation to the
Devil

with you.” Another man then asked me, “Do you
know who I am?” I answered that I did not. He
said, “I am mr *** (I can’t remember what his
name was), and I can get people off their farms
is two hours!” He held his two fingers up and
repeated forcibly, {(“TWO HOURS!”)}

{(My responses are in brackets)}
I had been rather quiet up to this point, but then
its gently replied, “Mr ***, I want to tell you
something that I want you to hear.” “What is it?”
he gruffly asked? Pointing my finger to him I
“My farm is taken!” That phrase is almost as said quietly, “I do not fear you, I only fear God.
terrifying as the word “Cancer”. On Tuesday You and I will both die one day, and in our own
24th April, while I was busy cutting silage, four shoes we will stand before God and answer to
smart vehicles came racing into my farm yard, Him for what we have done in this life, you for
and out jumped about twenty big black men, your actions, and me for my response to those
dark with anger and seething hatred. I walked actions.”
over to them and greeted them in a friendly
manner, receiving only mumbled replies. The That seemed to rattle him considerably.
leader, the lands commissioner, started. “You
are aware that the government has acquired all With many other threats they left as fast as they
farm land and that you are living illegally on this had arrived, promising to return in the afternoon
farm.” “Oh,” I replied. “Well,” he continued, with the new owner to introduce to me.
“We have a new owner whom we wish to bring
here and introduce to you.”
When they came there were fewer of them and
only two cars, and I had had time to get my
He asked if there was a place where we could sit composure. The man (his name is Philemon)
down to talk, and once we were seated (sprawled asked me how much time I needed and I said,
out) on our verandah chairs the intimidation “Ideally six months to take me through the
started. “We expect you to co-operate with the winter.” He replied that that was two long, so I
new owner. We want the transition to go asked him how much time he would give me,
smoothly.” A particularly large individual added and he replied, “Three months”. I knew this was
his piece, deep hatred glaring from his face, “If very gracious indeed in comparison with what
you don’t co-operate we will send our boys to other farmers had had, so I accepted. And in a
you and you will be chased off without anything matter of hours the deal was done and I had lost
– not even your clothes. You will take nothing
The rippling tide of bitterness,
consequence, and its antidote
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my farm, my lovely house and place of abode, shall dwell alone, and shall not be reckoned
with nowhere to go!
among the nations.” - Num 23:9.
But the Lord had prepared me for this day. Over
the past two years the Lord had been speaking
to me very often about my own heart’s attitude
and much cleansing had taken place. The last
three months or so, particularly, He had often
put the thoughts in my heart that I was going to
lose my farm, so I knew that a test was coming
in my life and that He was expecting me, His
child, to respond the way He would. When the
vehicles came racing in on Tuesday I knew
immediately that the time had come. You see,
there’s nothing that happens to us in this life that
catches our Heavenly father by surprise. If we
are His children He has our lives safely in His
hands. If we listen to His voice, and do what He
tells us, then there is no need to fear what man
may do to us, nor to fear the future.

And what does He tell us to do when this type
of thing happens to us? Are we willing to apply
is words to our lives? Mat 5:44 “But I say to you,
‘Love your enemies, bless those who curse you,
do good to those who hate you, and pray for
those who despitefully use you and persecute
you, so that you may become sons of your Father
in heaven…’”

“Israel then shall dwell in safety alone: the
fountain of Jacob shall be upon a land of corn
and wine; also his heavens shall drop down dew.
– Deut. 33:28.
Israel is to dwell alone. There is no scriptural
mandate to convert the other races. That is pure,
universalistic fiction. We are not to live among
them. They are not to live among us. This is the
Law of Yahweh. For two hundred years,
America’s churches practiced racial segregation.
During that time, no one, except the Zionists and
communists, ever suggested that the Bible
demands racial integration. Then suddenly, in
concurrence with the televised nonsense of the
Jewish-controlled televangelists, the Bible was
suddenly being interpreted as promoting racial
integration. I ask you: “Did the Bible change,
or did somebody change the interpretation of the
Bible?” Our Founding Fathers, who were all
Bible-believing Christians, would not make
Indians or Blacks citizens under out Constitution.
(Article One, Section 2, Paragraph 3: only
Whites were considered “free Persons.”)
Abraham Lincoln, who grew up reading the
Bible, declared that the races are unequal and,
as a member of the Whig Party, had begun the
process of repatriating Blacks back to Africa.
The Whigs had commissioned two ships that had
begun the process, creating the nation of Liberia
for Blacks being repatriated back to Africa. The
Civil War interrupted this campaign, for obvious
reasons. Lincoln opposed slavery, but he also
opposed racial integration. Marcus Garvey, a
Black man in the 1920’s, had begun a “back to
Africa” movement (the UNIA, United Negro
Improvement Association) for Blacks here in
America, but he was opposed by the Zionists,
the ADL, the Jew-run NAACP, and the
communists.)} TO BE CONTINUED

{(Several points here: Matthew 5 is a sermon
addressed to the Israelites living amongst
themselves. It is not addressed to Blacks or to
any other nation. "I am not sent but unto the
exiled sheep of the House of Israel." (Matt.
15:24.) Yahweh would not be dispossessing this
deluded Christian if he had been obeying
Yahweh's laws of separation.

Pastor Eli James
www.anglo-saxonisrael.com

Editor
thenewensign@gmail.com

This magazine is for private subscription only
“For from the top of the rocks I see him, and and is not in any way connected to The Ensign
from the hills I behold him: lo, the people [Israel] Message Magazine which is a totally separate
entity.
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The Word “Spirit” (Part 2)
Arnold Kennedy
FAITH AND
WORKS

When we are converted, we come trusting in the
unconditional love of God that enables
forgiveness of our sins through faith in Jesus’
sacrifice. Being justified by faith in His Blood
brings us out of negative territory, that is, out of
darkness, from the left hand side of the diagram
to the right hand side. We can cross this “great
gulf” –(Luke 16:26) between whilst in life, but
not after death. We are put onto the right hand
side onto the start of a pathway that “leads to
everlasting (age long) life”. On that path, we are
expected to “do works meet for repentance”.

B

E F O R E
going further
into
the
matter into the subject
of “spirit”, it would be
well to obtain a better
perspective
on
matters of “faith” and
“works”. This is an
area of genuine confusion because of false
church teachings about the following passage. Going back to “justification”, this is outside of
any actual law keeping, or “works of
Galatians 2: 16 Knowing that a man is not righteousness”, but it involves repentance and
justified by the works of the law, but by the faith intent to obey what is known of God’s will from
of Jesus Christ, even we have believed in Jesus this point on. When God sees this, He responds
Christ, that we might be justified by the faith of and moves us from the left hand side to the right
Christ, and not by the works of the law: for by side of the mid point of the graph. This is what
the works of the law shall no flesh be justified. “justification” is. Justification is not the end of
But if, while we seek to be justified by Christ, we the journey but rather it is the start of a pathway.
ourselves also are found sinners, is therefore To many churches, this is the end as well as the
Christ the minister of sin? God forbid.
beginning.
Note the word “justified” in this verse.
Justification is the starting point of a walk in
which we have enabling by activated “spirit”
which we have as the consequence of
repentance. The three following points are
important to understand.

Romans 3:24 Being justified freely by his grace
through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus:
Being passive, the phrase shows justification is
something that is done for us.

Romans 5:1 Therefore by faith, we have peace
When we are forgiven, the wrath against us for with God through our Lord Jesus Christ:
having broken God’s law ceases, as we are no
longer “under the law” in the sense of being Here the tense of the phrase “have peace” is still
penalised or condemned by that law.
present. This passage goes on the say, “And not
only so, but we glory in tribulations also:
Not being “under the law” does not mean God’s knowing that tribulation worketh patience; And
Law ceases to exist. When forgiven we are under patience, experience; and experience, hope: And
Grace. God has imputed righteousness outside hope maketh not ashamed; because the love of
of law keeping.-(Romans 4:6).
God is shed abroad in our hearts by (the) Holy
Ghost which is given unto us”. This is saying
Then God’s Grace leads us unto repentance. that something follows because of “by holy
(Romans 2:4, ”Not knowing that the goodness ghost”. Being washed we are made holy and thus
of God leadeth thee to repentance?)
have a measure of holy “spirit”.
Paul taught, “That they should repent and turn Now we start to better see that there is a change
to God, and do works meet for repentance” – in position, and that after reconciliation there is
Acts 26:20.
a demand that maintaining good works is to be
ongoing from this point, as we see in the next
passage.
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Titus 3:7–8 That being justified by his grace, we
should be made heirs according to the hope of
eternal life. This is a faithful saying, and these
things I will that thou affirm constantly, that they
which have believed in God might be careful to
maintain good works. These things are good and
profitable unto men.

can revert like the “swine that was washed to its
wallowing in the mire”. When this happens we
have moved back to the left hand side of the
diagram.

In short, we come to God without any good
works, but we continue on with God with good
works.

The latter part of this
passage in Malachi
2:16 is where the
churches stand when
they say, “God loves
you no matter what
you do”. They should
say, “no matter what
you did”.

THE POPULAR BUT WRONG CHURCH
POSITION

So when we arrive on the right hand side of the
graph, we have to do good works? The churches
say, “God forbid… all is of Grace”. So what
does, “do works meet for repentance” mean in
practical terms? Let us look at this.
“TAKE HEED TO YOUR SPIRIT”
When we are “forgiven” we are placed in a
position of responsibility where we are told to
take heed to (our) “spirit”. The word “our” is not
there (is dative). In effect, this means we have
to take heed to where we are on the graph, as it
were, in regard to “spirit”.
Malachi 2:16, “Therefore take heed to your
spirit, that ye deal not treacherously. Ye have
wearied the LORD with your words. Yet ye say,
Wherein have we wearied him? When ye say,
Every one that doeth evil is good in the sight of
the LORD, and he delighteth in them; or, Where
is the God of judgment?”
Firstly, when we have been placed on the right
hand side of the graph, we have the ongoing
choice to progress further to the right, or we can
revert towards the left hand side. We can become
unthankful and we can wilfully sin and thus
become unholy. If we become unholy and “fall
away”, we are no longer on the right hand side
of the graph. The justification process may then
have to be repeated, but there comes a time, such
as the unwise virgins experienced, when they
found their lamps had gone out. Then they no
longer had any oil in their lamps. Their action
was too late. They no longer had “spirit” (This
is symbolised by the word “oil”)!

There are web sites
on the Internet that advertise, “The
Unconditional Love of God” and these sites say
that any suggestion of doing any works of any
kind at any time is not trusting God to save us.
They are saying in effect, “Every one that doeth
evil is good in the sight of the LORD, and he
delighteth in them”-(Mal 2:7).
Effectively about, “Where is the God of
judgment”, they are saying that God is not the
righteous God who will reward every man
according to his works, as we are told so often.
So we will come to look at the matter of rewards
and consequences of actions shortly.
So yes, we are expected then to, “do works meet
for repentance”. The churches make much ado
about the following verse:
Ephesians 2:8-9, For by grace are ye saved
through faith; and that not of yourselves: it is
the gift of God: not of works, lest any man should
boast.
The word “saved” here is Strongs 4982 sozo and
is perfect in tense that means it was completed
for that point in time. What happened then?

Ephesians. 1:13, “In whom ye also (trusted),
after that ye heard the word of truth, the gospel
of your salvation: in whom also after that ye
We have the continual ongoing choice to choose believed, ye were sealed with (that) holy spirit
whom we will serve. This principle is expressed of promise”.
the same in the Old Testament in Lev.10:10,
“And that ye may put difference between holy What happened is that they were all cleaned up
and unholy, and between unclean and clean”. We from the past and being now holy there was now
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“spirit” operating in their lives. With the “spirit” The phrase, “That is that we should walk in
of holy living we are marked (sealed).
them” is about “sanctification”, this being the
step beyond “justification”. Sanctification is the
The churches have to ignore what follows will of God for us.
Ephesians 2:9 to maintain their doctrine.
1 Thess 4:2-8 For ye know what commandments
“For we are his workmanship, created in Christ we gave you by the Lord Jesus. For this is the
Jesus unto good works, which God hath before will of God, even your sanctification, that ye
ordained that we should walk in them”.
should abstain from fornication: That every one
of you should know how to possess his vessel in
Good works become part of God’s plan for His sanctification and honour.
people. By “spirit” this becomes possible to do. Then we are told some practical things about
Paul goes on to pray that this “spirit” might this.
continue, saying: “That the God of our Lord
Jesus Christ, the Father of glory, may give unto 1 Thess 4:5 Not in the lust of concupiscence,
you (the) spirit of wisdom and revelation in the even as the Gentiles which know not God: That
knowledge of him”.
no man go beyond and defraud his brother in any
matter: because that the Lord is the avenger of
But this must continue, and continuance involves all such, as we also have forewarned you and
“works”. As Jesus said to the church at Ephesus, testified. For God hath not called us unto
uncleanness, but unto holiness. He therefore that
despiseth, despiseth not man, but God, who hath
also given unto us (his) holy Spirit.
· We see here the “spirit” consequence of
obedience. If we do not comply, then God
becomes an avenger.
· We read in the Old Testament about God
becoming an enemy to Israel.

Rev 2:5 Remember therefore from whence thou
art fallen, and repent, and do the first works; or
else I will come unto thee quickly, and will
remove thy candlestick out of his place, except
thou repent”.
The point made here is that there is a sequence
of events. We come initially to God by Grace
alone without any works. This is what
‘justification’ means. After we have come, good
works are required. It might be likened to getting
married where we are not required to do married
“works” before the saying of “I do”. After saying
the “I do” we are expected to no longer live as a
single person, but are to do “works fit for being
married”. Spiritually, our saying the “I do” is our
confession of Jesus as our Kinsman Redeemer
and Lord. So we can see that this is just the
beginning, just as the marriage ceremony is just
the start of married life. For married life to
continue, there are physical actions, mental
actions and laws to be followed.

Isaiah 63:9-10, “The angel of his presence saved
them: in his love and in his pity he redeemed
them; and he bare them, and carried them all
the days of old. But they rebelled, and vexed his
holy Spirit: therefore he was turned to be their
enemy, and he fought against them”.
Note the “but” here. This the churches do not
accept. The churches effectively are saying in
their doctrines that we are always coming and
are never arriving when they do not go beyond
justification. Thus they receive the grace of God
in vain. The churches do not believe that God
can become an adversary (= Satan) to them.
2 Cor 6.1 “We then, as workers together with
him, beseech you also that ye receive not the
grace of God in vain”.
And then Paul talks about giving no offence in
anything so that when we give offence we have
received the grace of God in vain. The word
“offence” means stumbling through sin.
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We are told about things that affect the spirit we
are of. This story is about a time when Jesus was
going up to Jerusalem, and when some
Samaritans did not receive Him.

God’s plan is for us to have increased “measure”
of anointing and to be progressing towards the
extreme right hand side. The ministry of
apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors and
teachers is given to increase the “measure” in
God’s people, or their progress along the
pathway to the extreme right hand side. Our
minds play a part here, and we are responsible
for whatever measure we have, and thus have to
“think” about it, and “think soberly”.

Luke 9:54, “And when his disciples James and
John saw this, they said, Lord, wilt thou that we
command fire to come down from heaven, and
consume them, even as Elias did? But he turned,
and rebuked them, and said, Ye know not what
manner of spirit ye are of, For the Son of man is
not come to destroy men's lives, but to save them. Romans 12:3 “But to think soberly, according
as God hath dealt to every man the measure of
Jesus
was faith”.
addressing
His
INCREASE AND GROWTH
disciples here who
were operating or
thinking on the left There is another word that presents us with a
hand side of the similar idea as “measure”. This is the word,
graph. Jesus goes “increase”. John the Baptist put it this way, “He
on to show them must increase, but I must decrease”. There are
how materialistic passages that tell us, “God giveth the increase”.
they were, and how
He Himself had 1 Corinthians 3:6 I have planted, Apollos
nowhere to lay His head, as a comparison. All watered; but God gave the increase.
our thinking must be on the right hand side of
the diagram at all times, seeking to understand 2 Corinthians 9:10 Now he that ministereth
seed to the sower both minister bread for your
and to learn the “ways” of God.
food, and multiply your seed sown, and increase
the fruits of your righteousness;)
MEASURES OF SPIRIT
Going back now to the subject of “spirit”, there
is mention of “measures of spirit”. This might
be considered from our position on the right hand
side of the graph. We might say a person may
have a measure that is a quarter-cup full, a
half-cup full, a full cup or even one that is
overflowing! People may be at different
positions along the right hand side of the graph,
that is, they may have differing measures of
“spirit”. The word “measure” is emphasized
below.

Colossians 2:19 And not holding the Head, from
which all the body by joints and bands having
nourishment ministered, and knit together,
increaseth with the increase of God.
1 Thessalonians 3:12 And the Lord make you
to increase and abound in love one toward
another, and toward all men, even as we do
toward you:

But there are other passages that show we have
a responsibility to function in increase and
Ephesians 4:7 But unto every one of us is given growth. This purpose is to be our active part.
grace according to the measure of the gift of
Christ. And he gave some, apostles; and some, 1 Thessalonians 4:10 And indeed ye do it
prophets; and some, evangelists; and some, toward all the brethren which are in all
pastors and teachers; For the perfecting of the Macedonia: but we beseech you, brethren, that
saints, for the work of the ministry, for the ye increase more and more.
edifying of the body of Christ: Till we all come
in the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of Ephesians 4:15 But speaking the truth in love,
the Son of God, unto a perfect man, unto the may grow up into him in all things, which is the
measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ: head, even Christ:
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1 Peter 2:2 As newborn babes, desire the sincere left hand side to the right hand side, in a spiritual
sense.
milk of the word, that ye may grow thereby:
2 Peter 3:18 But grow in grace, and in the
knowledge of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.
To him be glory both now and for ever. Amen.
So then we are to be “workers together”- (2 Cor.
6:1). We play our part in co-operation with God.
And then, there are passages that show that we
can increase in a positive or a negative way.
2 Timothy 2:16 But shun profane and vain
babblings: for they will increase unto more
ungodliness.
The end is not pretty for those who are
unprofitable servants!

We read about Paul,
in Act 13:9 “Then
Saul, (who also is
called Paul,) filled
with (the) Holy
Ghost, set his eyes
on
him”,
and
commanded
blindness to come
on an adversary. We
read of Peter raising
Dorcas from the
dead. These actions are evidence of something;
they are the consequences of previous activities
and are what they received (and gave out) as
consequences.

Matthew 22:13 Then said the king to the
servants, Bind him hand and foot, and take him Jesus said to the disciples, “And as ye go, preach,
away, and cast him into outer darkness; there saying, The kingdom of heaven is at hand. Heal
shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth.
the sick, cleanse the lepers, raise the dead, cast
out devils: freely ye have received, freely give”.
WHAT HAPPENS AS WE MOVE
FURTHER ALONG THE RIGHT HAND When they were walking with Jesus, we read
SIDE, INCREASING OUR “MEASURE? where Jesus said in John 20:22 “He breathed on
them, and saith unto them, Receive ye (the) Holy
Jesus had the “spirit” without measure. He had Ghost”. They were given “spirit” measure to
fullness of Spirit.
complete their mission.
John 3:34 For he whom God hath sent speaketh Mark 4:24-25 And he said unto them, Take heed
the words of God: for God giveth not (the) Spirit what ye hear: with what measure ye mete, it shall
by measure unto him.
be measured to you: and unto you that hear shall
more be given.
There was no limitation of “measure” as He lived
at the extreme right hand side of the graph. By For he that hath, to him shall be given: and he
this fullness of the spirit” Jesus healed the sick that hath not, from him shall be taken even that
and raised the dead. The disciples were told to which he hath.
do the same, and we are to become filled with
spirit.
So we can increase our measure, and be found
further along on the right hand side of the graph.
Ephesians 5:18 And be not drunk with wine, In the parable of the talents in Matthew 25,
wherein is excess; but be filled with (the) Spirit. trading with the talents given makes for increase.
Not trading means being cast into outer darkness,
The evidence of being totally “filled with spirit” to the left hand side of the graph, as it were.
is not in an ecstatic experience, or in speaking in
tongues, or any form or religious asceticism or Churches have prayer meetings, where they
conformity, but rather it is in “raising the dead”. sometimes pray, “Lord pour out your spirit”.
Nothing happens and it is unlikely that it ever
“Raising the dead” does not concern physical will because they regard “The Spirit” as
references only. In Romans 9:13 we read, “But something independent of themselves and their
yield yourselves unto God, as those that are alive actions. But why else is the “nothing”? It is
from the dead”. In the terms of the earlier because belief also comes into this. As a starting
“illustration” it is about being moved from the point they do not believe, “He that hath anointed
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us is God, and hath given us (his) holy spirit is
God”. The do not accept the tense of this
passage. They are looking for an outside
personality to come into them, as it were. They
thus cannot accept that “spirit” measure is a
consequence of personal belief and action.
Churches and television religious programs tell
us we must pray more and that all that is
necessary is to keep on praying to receive what
is wanted. Would we get anything by singing
repetitive choruses such as, “Fill my cup Lord,
I lift it up Lord, Come and quench the hunger in
my soul”. Bread of heaven come and fill me till

I want no more, Here’s my cup, I lift it up – come
and make me whole”, and so on. - or is our
measure the consequences of our practical
actions?
Why then do we not see healing and raising the
dead in operation today in the Churches? Is it a
matter of belief or is it a matter of wrong
teaching about the Law, and wrong teaching
about “spirit”? Thus what they do not have is a
matter of disobedience and irresponsibility.
To be continued

Who Is Gog? (Part 2)
By
Pastor Eli James

T

he point of all
this history and
pre-history is to
demonstrate one thing:
God forbids racemixing
and
the
inhabitants of this
planet have repeatedly
rebelled against this
prohibition. Any legitimate translation of the
Old Testament affirms God’s hatred of racemixing. Indeed, the Adamites, Hebrews, and
Israelites, throughout both the Old and New
Testaments, are repeatedly commanded to
remain separate and distinct from other peoples.
Jesus said “I am not sent but unto the lost[exiled]
sheep of the house of Israel.” Our purpose is to
re-establish God’s Law on earth. Part of this law
is “kind after kind.” To the extent that earth’s
inhabitants have broken this law, the earth has
been punished, again and again. And we are
about to be punished yet again for this crime
against Yah’s Law. That punishment has a
name. It is called the Judgment Day.
The usual objection to this biblical teaching of
separateness is that the teachings of the Bible are
for “all men.” This is partially true. God’s Law
is, in fact, supposed to be practiced by all men.
However, the COVENANTS are made
exclusively by Yahweh with Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob. Except for the Covenant God made with
Ishmael, the father of the Arabs, all of the other
biblical Covenants are made exclusively with

Israelites; and that means that we have a special
mission or contract with God. The problem is
that we have miserably failed in our commission.
Today, we are committing this same crime of
race-mixing again; and the earth is about to be
punished (cleansed) again. God guarantees that
Jacob will be saved out of this time of trouble;
but only the separatist overcomers will be
selected to survive. This is God’s Law. The
Judgement Day and the Second Coming will be
the final cleansing. God will no longer tolerate
any more race-mixing. Those who promote it
will be gathered and burned in the fire. In case
you haven’t noticed, the White Race is being
destroyed by the race-mixers currently in power
in virtually every country and in every major
institution. (Read Matthew, Chapter 13, the
parable of the wheat and the tares, for this
judgment which will be pronounced upon the
race-mixers.) The overcomers/survivors will
celebrate with Jesus in the Wedding Feast of the
Lamb. This is the Great Plan of Scripture. All
mixed seed will be forbidden and will eventually
die out or be wiped off the face of the earth.
Only pure seed (that which was originally
designed by Yahweh) will remain. ( "A mongrel
shall not enter into the congregation of
Yahweh.” Deut. 23:2. And there shall in no wise
enter into it any thing that defileth, neither
whatsoever worketh abomination, or maketh a
lie: but they which are written in the Lamb's book
of life." Rev. 21: 27 ). All races will be
represented on the earth, but no mixed seed will
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ever be allowed again. From that point on, Israel. This is the essence of the heresy called
God’s original plan for the redemption of the “Judeo-Christianity,” which seeks to destroy
God’s Covenant people, and 2.) White Guilt.
earth will resume.
So, we, Christian Israel, have abandoned both
Only White people, especially of the Judeo- the Law and the Prophets in favour of ancient
Christian and liberal variety, have been dumb Pharisaism and modern liberalism. Strong
enough to swallow this race-mixing, White guilt, delusion indeed!
liberal “compassion” nonsense. It is precisely
White Christendom which has been the Gog and the Day of Judgment
prophesied “blessing” to the earth, NOT the
Jews. The Jews have been a curse wherever their
What has all of this got to do with Gog?
usurious, Talmudic deceivers have set foot. It
is from the propaganda mills of the Jews that
As I was in the process of finishing my book,
White guilt has been promoted. No other race
The Great Impersonation, How the Antiexcept ours has ever been stupid enough to even
Christ Has Deceived the Whole World, I was
contemplate racial suicide as our people are
reading the Book of Ezekiel for historical
doing today. Our God, Yahweh, foretold the day
information about the Twelve Tribes. I found it
that He would send a strong delusion in Israel in
to be mostly a book of prophecy. My original
order to teach us a lesson.
purpose in writing the Great Impersonation
was to do a comparative historical survey of the
Regarding the end times, II Thessalonians 2:8-12
Bible and recorded history. What I found was
tells us:
that the Bible is an astonishingly accurate book
“And then the
of prophecies; and even more importantly: only
lawless one [the
the Anglo-Saxon Caucasian people have
Talmudic rabbi]
fulfilled the prophecies that are spoken of
will be revealed,
Israel. This realization forced me to add two
and the Lord Jesus
more chapters to the book, both of which discuss
will slay him with
how these prophecies have been fulfilled in our
the breath of His
people. After 18 years of researching and
mouth and destroy
writing, I was anxious to publish; but there was
him
by
His
no way that I could leave such mind-boggling
appearing
and
prophetic information out of the book, so I spent
coming.
The
another two years preparing the last two chapters.
coming of the
lawless one by the
Here is what Chapter 37 of Ezekiel has to say
activity of Satan will be with all power [the
about the restoration of Israel:
economic power of the house of Rothschild,
communism and Zionist control of America’s
“Moreover, you son of man, take you one stick
military might] and with pretending signs and
and write upon it, For Judah, and for the
wonders [United Nations Organization,
children of Israel his companions: then take
rabbinical claims to Israel, the hoaxacaust], and
another stick, and write upon it for Joseph, the
with all wicked deception [Judeo-Christianity,
stick of Ephraim, and for all the House of Israel
multiculturalism and liberalism] for those who
his companions: And join them one to another
are to perish, because they refused to love the
into one stick; and they shall become one in your
truth [the Covenanted separateness of Anglohand.” (Verses 15-17.)
Saxon Israel from the other races] and so be
saved. Therefore God sends upon them
Just in case there is any doubt, the meaning of
STRONG DELUSION, to make them believe
the Two Sticks prophecy is spelled out again in
what is false, so that all may be condemned who
verses 20 - 22:
did not believe the truth but had pleasure in
unrighteousness."
“And the sticks whereon you write shall be in
your hand before your eyes. And say to them,
This strong delusion consists of two main
thus says Yahweh Elohim: Behold, I will take the
aspects: 1.) the false belief that some OTHER
children of Israel from among the heathen,
group, namely, the Edomite and Khazar Jews, is
where they be gone and will gather them on
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every side, and bring them into their own land.
[This is NOT the Israeli State because the Jews
are not Israel and because the New Jerusalem is
not the Old Jerusalem. More on this later.] And
I will make them one nation in the land upon the
mountains of Israel; and one king [President]
shall be king to them all: and they shall be no
more two nations, neither shall they be divided
into two kingdoms any more at all.”

Northern Tribes, disappeared from history and
will never be found again. The reason they teach
this is to give themselves sole claim to the
inheritance of Israel. But as those of us in
Christian Identity know, the Ten Northern Tribes
became the Anglo-Saxon, Caucasian people.
Our heraldry (family crests, standards and
symbols) all originated among the Twelve Tribes
and only we have witnessed to the world the two
candlesticks (lamp stands) of the Old and New
Testaments. The Jews are impostors who cannot
sustain the scrutiny of Scripture; and only
Christian Identity is holding the Jews
accountable for their lies. The Jews reject the
“latter rain,” ie., the New Testament completely
and they teach a self-serving, distorted version
of the former “rain,” the Old Testament. Thus,
having relegated the Ten Northern Tribes to
oblivion, the Jews yet again contradict the word
of Yahweh. A thousand curses upon them for
having the effrontery of contradicting the Creator
of the Universe! Who is the rabbi to contradict
the Word of God? He plays god when he does
so.

The two Houses of Israel, Israel (Joseph and
Ephraim are used as synonyms for the House of
Israel) and Judah, which were separated in 745
BC will eventually be rejoined. That is what this
prophecy is telling us. The land that the
Israelites will be moved to is described as
existing between two seas: “Thy borders are in
the midst of the seas, thy builders have perfected
thy beauty.” (Ezek. 27) The Jews have NEVER
been a nation of builders. A typical Jew has
never even held a hammer in his hand, let alone
dug a ditch or farmed a field. America is the
nation that exists “from sea to shining sea.” As
in the book of Hosea and other books of the
Bible, the migrations of the Northern House of
Israel are discussed in both literal geographical Now, knowing who the real Israelites are, and
terms and in figurative language as well.
knowing that Yahweh intends to mold us and
shape us in His image so that we will ultimately
be the just dispensers of His Law, Ezekiel
verifies the exclusive contract He has made with
Israel and with NO ONE ELSE:

“Moreover, I will make a covenant of peace with
them; and it shall be an everlasting covenant
with them [not everyone]: and I will place them,
and multiply them, and will set my sanctuary in
the midst of them for evermore. My tabernacle
also shall be with them: yea, I will be their God,
and they shall be my people. And the heathen
shall know that I, Yahweh, do sanctify Israel,
The Book of Zechariah confirms Israel’s when My sanctuary shall be in the midst of them
dwelling in a land between two seas: “On that for evermore.” (Eze. 37:26-28)
day, whether in summer or in winter, running
water will issue from Jerusalem [Jerusalem in WE are THEY! HalleluYAH!
the end days is wherever Israel is], half flowing
to the eastern sea and half to the western sea.” Yahweh’s sanctuary travels with us, whether we
(14:8. Revised English Bible) There is no way realize it or not, because we are His People.
this can mean Palestine or the geographical Yahweh’s Exclusive Covenant with His People
location of the Israeli State. There is only one Israel could not be more clearly spelled out since
sea there, on the west coast, the Mediterranean. it contrasts the people of Israel to the heathen.
This flies in the face of the Dispensationalists
Furthermore, even if the literal location were who teach that the Jews are Israel and that the
present-day “Israel,” it is not possible for the Jews lost favor in God’s sight, so God switched
Jews to fulfil this prophecy because the Jews His covenant to the “Church.”
teach that the House of Israel, the exiled Ten
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Can you see the distortion of Scripture that
passes for Judeo-Christianity today? What part
of “for evermore” don’t they understand? His
sanctuary will NEVER leave Israel. “We don’t
follow the Old Testament,” they say. “We’re
New Testament Christians.” What a joke! I’m
sorry! No one who rejects the Old Testament
can possibly understand the New Testament.
These people are fools, period.
Now, once Yahweh has placed His People Israel
in the land of unwalled cities which lies between
the seas (certainly not the physical description
of Palestine!) in the latter days, there will come
a ferocious armed conflict the like of which the
world has never seen before or since. Europe
has already experienced such armed conflict on
its soil. This last battle will occur in the cities
and towns of America, as well as the rest of the
world; but its focus will be here in America as
the Anti-Christ makes his last gasp effort to
destroy his only competition: the regathered
Twelve Tribes of Israel.
Satan knows exactly who we are; but we are still
in the throes of a horrible case of amnesia. As
we regain our senses and reawaken to our True
Identity, the truth will set us free.
Gog’s Strategy Against America
We can guess that, due
to the huge influx of
illegal aliens being
forced upon us by the
Zionist
Occupation
Government, this final
battle will begin as a
race war within our
borders. These illegals
are being deliberately foisted upon us because
the International Jew is using them to destroy us.

of God, Yahweh.], and His glory from the rising
sun. When the enemy shall come in as a flood,
the Spirit of Yahweh shall lift up a standard
against him.” (Isa. 59:18, 19)
What standard? The standards of Israel! The
Truth of the Bible!
The illegal aliens are this enemy flood; but they
are just one more mercenary ally of the
International Jew.
Ezekiel 38:2,3: “Son of man, set your face
against Gog, the land of Magog, the chief prince
of Meshech and Tubal, and prophesy against
him…Behold, I am against you, O Gog.”
Gen. 10:2-5 lists Ashkenaz, Gomer, Tubal,
Meshech, Togarmah and Magog as descendants
of Japheth. While I was doing the research for
my book, I realized that these tribes were
primarily located in the steppes, the great plains
that extend from southeast Russia into Asia. The
nations located in this region today are
Khazakstan,
Uzbekistan,
Turkmenistan,
Azerbaijan, etc. This is precisely where the
Khazars originated. These Khazars, who are a
mixed breed of people and who have some
Japhethite blood in them through the above listed
Japhethites, converted to Judaism in the 8th
Century AD. [For the skeptics in the audience,
you
can
start
with
this
link:
http://www.khazaria.com/khazar-quotes.html]
The Khazar Jews are an entirely non-Shemitic
people. Although originally our kinsmen, many
of these Japhethites became so miscegenated that
they could no longer be considered our kin. At
least two groups that I am aware of remained
pure-blooded: the Milesians who eventually
moved to Ireland and the Slavs who stayed in
Eastern Europe. There are also still many White
Magyars. But many of them mixed with the
Huns. The combination of the two is the
Hungyars, or Hungarians.

This event was also prophesied by Yahweh
through His prophet Isaiah:
Over the centuries after their conversion to
Judaism, the Khazars continued to mix with
“According to their deeds, accordingly He will more and more ethnic groups, eventually
repay, fury to His adversaries, recompense to becoming one of the most racially mixed people
His enemies; to the islands He will repay on earth, and they were practicing Jews. They
recompence. So shall they fear the name of had become the dominant group of the Jewish
Yahweh from the west [Note the direction from religion, the Synagog of Satan. Then it hit me:
which Yahweh’s enemies will fear His wrath. Gog is the SynaGOG of Satan: the Jews of
It is also here in America where the Yahwist Edom and Khazaria combined. The Edomite
movement is strongest, with even some non- Jew provided the religion (the Babylonian
Identity denominations now using the true name Talmud, ie, the “tradition of the elders” which
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Jesus Christ thoroughly condemns throughout
the New Testament as a counterfeit of the
Mosaic Law) and the Khazar Jew provided the
Mongolian blood, ferocity and population.
Bolshevism and Zionism were their bastard
children. There are many other bastard children.
Here is how George Lamsa, in his translation of
Eze. 38:2,3 from the Aramaic, reads:
“Son of man, set your face against China, and
against the land of Mongolia, the chief prince of
Meshech and Tubal, and prophesy against him
and say…Behold, I am against you, O China.”

Writing this book earned Joe McCarthy the
eternal wrath of the Jew.
Today, the International Jew has made China the
largest economy in the East. By transferring
America’s jobs and wealth, slowly but surely, to
other nations and especially to China, Gog is
maneuvering America into an economic crisis.
By constantly giving China Most Favored
Nation status, the International Jew has created
a monster he hopes to use against America if
America does not disarm herself and relinquish
her sovereign national status by becoming a
province of the United Nations Organization.
The ultimatum day is getting closer and closer.
The traitors in our government are at this
moment devising a plan by which America’s gun
owners will have to give up their guns via UN
mandate. If the American people allow this to
happen, America is finished as a country. We
will have become slaves to international
corporate fascism.
Verses 4-6 of Ezekiel 38 describe the allies that
the Khazar Jew has paid off to be part of his
anti-Israel
(Anglo-Saxondom)
military
campaign. The Jew has always been able to hire
the armies of other nations to do his fighting and
dying for him. This will be the last such battle.

Why China? Because the Khazar Jew is 40%
Oriental and Mongolian; and this alien breed,
which is commonly known as the Ashkenazi
Jews, has been at war with the West for all of
recorded history. The International Jews of
Khazaria are the ones who created communist
China by supporting Mao and undercutting
Chiang Kai Shek, the leader of free China at the
time. During World War II, the communist Jews
in the Roosevelt administration, especially in the
State and Commerce Departments, were doing
everything they could to destroy free China and
hand it over to the communists. Just as
Roosevelt, Stalin and Churchill conspired to
hand all of Eastern Europe over to the
communists at Potsdam and other secret
meetings, the same thing was going on in the Far
East. China was totally betrayed by the Jews in
Roosevelt’s regime and Mao Tse Tung was the
beneficiary. China, therefore, is nothing but a
vassal state of the International Jew. The entire
story of the communist takeover of China from
the State Department is told in a book that every
American should read: America’s Retreat
From Victory by Senator Joseph McCarthy.

Now, knowing that the Jewish people, who
originate primarily from Khazaria, have such a
high percentage of alien, non-Shemitic, nonHebrew, non-Israelite blood, we can correctly
identify the modern Jew as Gog. Therefore,
Christian Identity’s definition of Gog is the
combined Khazar/Edomite kingdom under
the leadership of the House of Rothschild.
The Khazar Jews are the world’s foremost
race-mixers. They are the intellectual and mixed
genetic offspring of the pre-Adamic race-mixers
mentioned earlier and of the ‘nachash’ Serpent
who seduced Eve. Thus, the Jews are the
original “Serpent People.” We all know that the
Jews are not a race. They are an ethnic group of
mixed racial types. There are White Jews,
Chinese Jews, Black Jews, Edomite Jews, and
Khazar Jews. But by far (95%), the majority of
present-day Jews are of Khazar origin. It is these
same Jews who invented and promoted
communism. It is these same Jews who invented
Zionism and brought this vexation to the
peaceful, unsuspecting nation of Palestine. The
Palestinian people never harmed the Jewish
people in any way, yet the Jews commit
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atrocities against them on a daily basis. It is
these same Jews who promote race-mixing in
every country on earth, especially the racemixing behaviour of Anglo-Saxon Israel, the true
descendants of Adam and Eve, Abraham and
Sarah, Isaac and Rebekah, Jacob and his four
wives.

These Jews, who, according to Jesus Christ
Himself, are “of their father, the devil” (John
8:44), know that our mission, as Adamites here
on earth, is to destroy their empire of slavery and
race-mixing. But the Serpent fooled (deceived)
Eve and got her to commit the very sin which
Adam was sent here to prevent. We have been
paying the price ever since. Although some Jews
have miniscule amounts of Adamic / Hebrew
/Shemitic blood in them because of recent
intermarriage, it would be absolutely correct to
say that none of them are either Shemites,
Israelites or Hebrews. The reason for this is that
only pure-blooded Adamites can be counted as
such. The Jews are, therefore, neither, because
Judaism only requires the mother be Jewish in
order for the offspring to be a Jew. This tradition
is not Scriptural. The father can be anyone or
anything, even a Serpent. In other words, the
Jews are perpetuating the sin of Eve. Their claim
to being the “chosen people” is as phony as their
claim to being a distinct race.

Levi. It was these tribes that inhabited Judea
during the time of Christ. Around 150 B.C., the
Edomite tribe of Idumeans were forcibly taken
into the tribe of Judah by the Judahite King, John
Hyrcanus. In doing this, Hyrcanus violated
God’s holy law against race-mixing and allowed
the Edomites (the mixed descendants of Esau,
Canaan and Cain) to marry into Judah and
Benjamin, although it is clear to me that the vast
bulk of this mixing took place only in the city of
Jerusalem. The Benjaminites of Galilee were
out of the loop and rarely even visited Jerusalem,
just as Jesus Christ rarely visited Jerusalem.
God’s displeasure with intermarriage is clearly
on record in the books of Ezra and Nehemiah.
See Ezra 6:21, 10:1-12; Nehemiah 9:2, 13:29,30.
Essentially, all Scriptural verses that declare
Israel’s separation mean just that. No sex, no
mixed religion, no mixed culture. I already
quoted Deut. 23:2. In the New Testament, Paul,
in II Cor. 6:16-18, quotes the various commands
of separation and exclusivity from Isa. 52:11;
Eze. 20:34; Num. 6:1,2; I Kings 8:52, 53; and
many more verses that command us to be
separate from other nations. Just do a word
search on ‘separate,’ ‘separated,’ and
‘separation,’ and you will see what I mean.
As we all know, the Jewish people have always
been a class of merchants. In fact, the word
‘Canaanite’ means “merchant, peddler or
trafficker,” so the Jews have been merchants for
millennia. The dwelling place of this merchant
class is always the biggest cities. There is no
such thing as a “Jewish farmer” or a “Jewish
carpenter.” These are fantasies peddled for the
dumb sheep to swallow so that Christians will
believe there is something in common between
the Jews and Jesus Christ, as if spirituality and
merchandise have something in common, or as
if evil and good had something in common!!!!
The Talmud actually denigrates these Adamite
occupations and forbids Jews to engage in them.
("No occupation is inferior to that of agricultural
labor, for it is said, 'they shall come down."
From Yebamoth 63a of the Talmud.) So, that
old bumper sticker that says “My boss is a
Jewish carpenter” is a real knee-slapper for the
rabbis. They always get a great chuckle out of
that one. Another Christian deceived!

The Book of Ezekiel is a book of prophecy for
the Dispersed Tribes of the northern House of
Israel. No Jew has ever claimed to be a member
of this distinct Adamic group. The Jews,
genetically, have had four main infusions of
Adamic blood: first, through Cain, then through
Canaan, next through Esau, and finally through
the House of Judah during the time of the nation
of Judea (150B.C. to 70 A.D.). The House of On the contrary, Yahshua Messiah avoided
Judah consisted of the tribes of Judah and Jerusalem precisely because it was filled with
Benjamin and members of the former tribe of Jews! Don’t believe me? Read it for yourself:
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“After these things Jesus walked in Galilee: for
He would not walk in Jewry, because the Jews
sought to kill Him.” (John 7:1) Dear Christian,
if you will simply read the Gospels for yourself
instead of allowing Churchianity’s pulpit
bastards (pimps of the pulpit) to read and
interpret them for you, you will then realize that
Jesus was in constant conflict with the scribes
and Pharisees and all the other Jews. He told
them to their faces that they are the “children of
the devil.” They were NOT His kinsmen as they
would have you believe. (John 8:47.) They were
in fact our ancient enemy: Edom, otherwise
known as the Sephardic Jews. The Edomites
were a branch of the Canaanites; and Idumea was
the name of the Edomite nation that bordered
Judah to the south.

It is from this mixture of peoples that the group
known as the scribes and Pharisees emerged. It
was this group, falsely claiming Israelite heritage
by virtue of their proximity to Judah and their
citizenship in Judea, that developed the religion
known today as Judaism from their own, antibiblical traditions. These traditions are today
known as the Babylonian Talmud. According
to Douglas Reed, in his book, The Controversy
of Zion, when the Pharisees were expelled from
Judea in 70 AD, they reestablished themselves
in their old stomping grounds, Babylon. The
Jews even admit these facts but “Christian”
scholars ignore these facts or pretend that they
don’t mean anything. Yahweh has already
cursed these pulpit bastards to a double dose of
judgment.
To be continued

Harold Stough Notes
Landscape Zodiacs (Mandalas):
Glastonbury

A

landscape zodiac (or terrestrial zodiac)
is a map of the stars on a gigantic scale,
formed by features in the landscape,
such as roads, streams and field boundaries.
Perhaps the best known alleged example is the
Glastonbury 'Temple of the Stars', situated
around Glastonbury in Somerset, England. The
Glastonbury Zodiac was first described by the
artist, Katharine Maltwood in the 1920's, and has
remained controversial ever since, even though
over fifty more zodiacs have been since
described in Britain and Europe. The focus of
the question appears to no longer be whether
these mysterious zodiacs exist - but rather, how
and why they do.

The occultist Dr. John Dee, following
Druidic/Hermetic traditions, made several visits
to the area around 1580 from which he prepared
charts and a commentary regarding what he
called 'Merlin's Secret' around Glastonbury. Dee
had noted the unusual arrangements of
prehistoric earthworks in the Glastonbury area,
as Richard Deacon, his 20th century biographer
notes. He makes clear mention of the way they
apparently represented the constellations of the
Zodiac in the following sentence:

"The Starres which agree with their
reproductions," Dee wrote, "on the ground do
lye onlie on the celestial path of the sonne, moon
and planets...thus is astrologie and astronomie
The Glastonbury Zodiac:
carefullie and exactley married and measured
in a scientific reconstruction of the heavens
The idea that the heavens were mapped around which shews that the ancients understode all
Glastonbury is not a new one. It is said for whic today the lerned know to be facts."
example, that Katherine Maltwood's revelations
had been fed by her remembering reading 'the Glastonbury was mentioned as one of 'Britain's
13th century antiquarian William of Perpetual Choirs' in the 1796 edition of a
Malmesbury's
gnomic
comment
that translation of FABLIAUX (TALES) which
Glastonbury was a "heavenly sanctuary on includes a four line Welsh text (known as a Triad
Earth."
- or 'triade'), and an English translation of it. The
theme is the Perpetual Choirs of Britain, and the
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three sites given in the translation are the 'Isle Which of these images matches Gemini.
of Avalon' (Glastonbury), 'Caer Caradoc'
(Salisbury) and 'Bangor Iscoed' (Disputed). In
1801, Iolo Morganwg recorded that 'in each of
these choirs there were 2,400 saints; that is there
were a hundred for every hour of the day and the
night in rotation, perpetuating the praise and
service of God without rest or intermission.' The
function of the choirs was to maintain the
enchantment and peace of Britain. John Michell
later adopted this into his concept of a vast
The biggest problem with Katherine Maltwood’s
landscape 'Decagon'. (see below)
discovery is that she used features seen in the
present-day landscape. Some of the details are
derived from roads and field boundaries that can
be demonstrated not to have existed before the
nineteenth century. Some, which she and her
followers identified from aerial photographs
have turned out to be signs of agricultural
activity at the time the photographs were taken
(such as the ‘eye’ of Capricorn, which was a
haystack)! Even then, the figures do not
correspond to the traditional figures of the zodiac
The theory was next brought to light in 1929 by as we know it: The Image for Gemini is now said
Katherine Maltwood, a Canadian artist who was to be a figure of 'Jesus', and Cancer, for instance,
researching landscapes around Glastonbury to is not a crab but a ship. And yet the ‘Glastonbury
illustrate a book, when she 'realised' the zodiac Zodiac’ is supposed to be the best attested and
most convincing of such ‘monuments’.
in a vision.
The Glastonbury 'Zodiac' was 'refined' by Mary Other Zodiacs:
Caine in the 1960's, and has been expanded upon
since.
Anthony Thorley has more recently identified
over fifty Zodiacs across the British countryside
Criticism: The idea was examined by two and has researched the subject in depth. It is
independent studies, one by Ian Burrow in 1975 perhaps his mention of an acausal relationship
and the other in 1983 by Tom Williamson and between the consciousness of humanity and the
Liz Bellamy, using standard methods of landscape that offers something of a glimmer of
landscape historical research. Both studies hope in trying to understand the process that
concluded that the evidence contradicted the seems to be occurring here as, seemingly in
idea. The eye of Capricorn identified by collusion with human consciousness, the British
Maltwood was a haystack. The western wing of landscape appears to have 'manifested' over 50
the Aquarius phoenix was a road laid in 1782 to gigantic zodiac simulacra of zodiac symbols,
run around Glastonbury, and older maps dating 'mostly emblematic animals, in the shapes of its
back to the 1620's show the road had no natural and its cultured landscape'. Moreover,
predecessors. The Cancer boat (not a crab as these symbols are said to appear in the same
would be expected) is made up of a network of order as their star signs around the ecliptic.
eighteenth century drainage ditches and paths.
There are some Neolithic paths preserved in the While it is true that most of these 'zodiacs' are
peat of the bog formerly comprising most of the open to the same intrinsic criticisms as the
area, but none of the known paths match the lines esteemed Katherine Maltwood's 'Temple of the
of the zodiac features. There is no support for Stars' at Glastonbury, their presence opens the
this theory, or for the existence of the "temple" debate of the existence of a dialogue between the
in any form, from conventional archaeologists cosmos and what Jung called the 'collective
unconscious'.
or mainstream historians.
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The Knight Of The Scarlet Thread (Part 6)
Charles A. L. Totten
against their future day of glorious
manifestation. Free-Masonry had its renewed
birth at this mysterious period, and was
undoubtedly established by Jeremiah, 'The Royal
Arch Degree', as the guardian of the Ark's secret
resting place. It is presumed to be buried in the
'Mergech', or Tomb of Tephi, as the word
Mergech is a pure Hebrew word meaning,
Repository, and with all traditions maintain to
have remained absolutely un-violated down to
our own day.

A

S traditions all of these are older than
the Christian era, and the idea of later
collusion is preposterous. These facts
solve the whole mystery of the Prophet's
disappearance, and although they are
diametrically opposite to the written and
accepted history of the world today, the time is
not far distant when they will supplant it, for they
have too many collaterals to be suppressed to
much longer, and the vindication of Jeremiah's
own commission requires us to get the truth in
order, and uphold the Bible, although all other
books and learned commentaries have to stand
aside.

(Free-Masonry, came from the Ancient Mystery
Schools of Israel, Masons or builders of OUR
RACE. Many Great men of this race have been
Masons and understood at least some of this
mystery, for instance, George Washington.
However today, like most everything else,
Satan’s children have infiltrated and destroyed
much of Masonry until it is a mixed bag, mostly
Baal, maybe a little in some places of
YAHWEH, in the rituals, but surely adapted to
the World Order.)
The author tells us that he has in his possession,
direct and personal correspondence with
prominent personages in Ireland and England
who have been interested in exploring the ruins
of Tara, with the express purpose of discovering
these 'spolia opima'. The ruins are private
property, but permission has been obtained
several times to examine them, but all efforts, to
explore, have been a failure. There is a mystery
connected with the matter, and at least at the
times of the former attempts, the 'Set Time' had
not come. Thus the great Mergech at Tara Hill,
the name of the tomb once thought to be Celtic,
now since 1871 known to be Hebrew, a
repository, and it undoubtedly contains treasures
of great importance to OUR RACE.

Nor should it be forgotten that in this controversy
YAHWEH, himself, has some concern since that
by his command this prophet was, 'to build and
to plant', and did so there in the Western Isles;
All who deny it, in the face of testimony such as
this, and adhere to the general idea that the
mission failed and that Jeremiah was slain by the
Jews, to say the least, have read their Bibles In later years (A.D. 1024 Cuan O Cochlain who
blindly.
was for a time the Regent of Ireland wrote a
Baalistic worship there in Ireland was soon poem and this is a brief of some of the stanzas;
succeeded by one based upon that of Moses, and
It gave great happiness to the women
in due time the Druids themselves became
When Temor, the strong was erected
enthusiastic priests of truth. The Ark of the
and named.
Covenant was concealed in Tara by the
The gentle Heremonn here maintained
Ollams (Prophets) of Jeremiah. They placed
His lady, safe in an impregnable
within it the title deeds of Palestine, and many
fortress;
other sacred treasures, which remain there yet,
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She received from him all favors she
desired,
And all his promises to her he
fulfilled.
Bregia of Tea was a delightsome
abode;
On record, as a place of great renown,
It contains the grave; the great
Mergech;
A sepulchre which has not been
violated.

The common people call it 'Jacob's Stone', they
believe it to be the token of an indestructible
Empire, and that it is indeed the richest jewel in
the British Realm.

The length and breadth of the tomb of Tephi was
accurately measured by the sages:Was sixty feet of exact measure, As Prophets
and Druids have related.
Tephi's death occurred about 10 years after her
arrival and marriage. Eochaidh, whose reign is
put down as 13 to 16 years survived her only
long enough to complete the monument erected
to her honour. He was 52 years old at his death.
The only son of Eochaidh by Tea Tephi was Irial,
the Prophet. This Prince was carefully educated
at Mur Ollam, or School of Prophets founded by
Jeremiah. At his fathers death he was only 16
years of age, so trouble started for Ireland as the
sons of Heber once more took the throne. Later
the Heremonian faction recovered the crown and
Irial ascended the throne when he was 25 years
of age. Heremonn after Heremonn was gathered
to the dust, and their spirits returned to the great
ARD RI of heaven, but the sceptre of David held
its unbroken sway on the earth, and Judah's
Royal Remnants prospered in the Isles. Down
through the ages king succeeded king and all
were crowned at Tara on the LIA PHAIL, but
the site was too narrow, and its shadow spread
abroad.

In due time the royal line of David followed the
stone into its new resting place. When James I
united the Empire, he brought the Red Lion of
the tribe of Judah, with its golden field, from
Scotland, and placed it opposite the Unicorn of
Israel, uniting thus the British coat of Arms, and
between them placed the motto of Benjamin,
'God and my right', for it is the heritage of Little
Benjamin to dwell safely by the anointed of
At last Fergus, the first king of Scotland (Scotia YAHWEH, even between Ephraim and Judah.
Minor) left Ireland, (Scotia Major) and again This is a theme well worthy of the pen of
transplanted the Red Lion Rampant, and the prophecy, and accordingly we find its thread
throne of David. Taking the 'Stone of Destiny' closely woven into the lines of Sacred Writ.
with him, he was crowned upon it in unbroken Those ancient Hebrews were beneath the finger
successions all the kings of Caledonia took the of YAHWEH, statesmen of so broad an
international and far-reaching type, that we, who
crown.
Kenneth II removed the Stone to Scone, and live but a generation only, and waste our years
there the Sceptre still passed over it, from amid trivial things cannot comprehend the
successor to successor. Finally Edward I magnitude of state-craft so consummate.
captured this Talismaic Stone and took it, with 'Behold! I do a thing in your days,' Utters one of
all the Scottish regalia to London, and placed it them, 'That ye will in no wise believe, though a
in Westminster Abbey, where it is today, still the man declare it unto you.' And it is even so; for
done it is, and though 'tis done in stone', men do
Coronation Chair of Great Britain.
not stand convinced. And it is well done, by a
sculptor who heweth without hands, and whose
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handiwork is mountainous in constant growth.
The vision of Nebuchadnezzar is fulfilling before
our very eyes, and the dream of Nebuzaradan. Is
A Fact. The four leaf clover casts its shadow
upon every land, for North, South, East and
West, it is only under the Shadow of Saxon
things alone, that men have any hope.

(Manasseh's) greatness is well assured, as
pointedly put down in prophecy, as sharply
chiselled as a fact of history, as Ephraim's or that
of England. America's mission is mapped out
beyond the Shadow of the Sceptre, and to set it
forth here is foreign to the purpose of this book
report, but IT IS THERE.

(I hope that you have enjoyed this book review
of the Planting of the Empire in the West and
realize the Beginning of the Western Empire as
the overthrows occurred and placed the great
Pillar, Jacob's Stone, where it belonged, as the
chief Jewel in the diadem of Britain. Today this
Stone. The house of God, is the heart's core of
the Stone Kingdom growing into a mountain on
a Saxon earth. Nor need we of this hither half of
the Anglo Saxon brotherhood, find any cause to
Envy Ephraim (British Empire), for American

But in the fullness of time, and by the romantic
marriage of Eochaidh, and Tea Tephi, we have
seen how YAHWEH, our God, kept the integrity
of His oath to David and hastened to perform it.
We see how the Sceptre delayed its final
entrance into the greater, .'City of Merchants',
London, England until all the hosts of scattered
Israel had come back into the fold
The End OS19646

Edinburgh - Jerusalem In The North (Part 3)
By Comyns Beaumont
the Mount (or Hill of) Moriah, and, said to be
adjoining the latter, stood the great tower of
Antonia, built by Herod to defend the Temple,
which was stormed by Titus and later thrown
down and utterly destroyed by order of Hadrian
stone by stone. This Antonia was erected on the
site of the former Tower of Hananel, both built
for the same purpose, namely for the defence of
the adjoining Temple. In Nehemiah's day,
Eliashib and the priests restored the city wall and
a portion of the "great fortress" (Hananel) which
commanded the Temple then (Nch. iii, 1).
The Tyropoean Valley was partly filled in during
the rule of the Maccabees (cp. McCabe), the
intention being probably to unite the Upper and
Lower city, but it was not completed. A bridge
spanned the gap, and in the struggle between
Aristobulus and Hyrcanus (37 B.C.), the former
"cut the connection between the Temple and the
(Upper) city by breaking down the bridge that
joined them together" ( Jos., Wars, etc., I, vii, 2).
Tyropoean Valley: Perhaps more than any other
topographical feature this identifies Edinburgh
with Jerusalem. A narrow chasm or ravine which
ran from north to south, crossed from the Valley
of Jehoshaphat in the north of the city towards
Siloam in the south, thus cutting the otherwise
continuous hill from the Citadel to the Watergate
in two. On the west of the Tyropoean Valley was
the Upper Market Place and Ophel; on its east

We have in Edinburgh the exact replica in the
valley or ravine between Castle Hill and the High
Street, where is now the humpbacked hill called
George IV Bridge, evidently of artificial
construction. In fact the road called George IV
Bridge was only partially raised in the reign of
that king, and proceeds from the south where
was formerly the Borough or South Loch going
north and south like the Tyropoean Valley, and
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like it formerly a ravine. Evidence of its
comparative lateness is shown by what remains
of West Bow, once upon a time the only means
of approach to the Castle via Johnstone Terrace,
an access very steep and winding, reaching the
summit where Castle Hill and the Lawn Market
conjoin. George IV Bridge proceeds northwards
downhill and in the valley beyond passes the
Mound on its east.

The Lawn Market

This Mound is of considerable interest for until
a couple of centuries ago it lay a huge mass of
rubbish of indeterminate origin though various
reasons were advanced on the subject. It had lain
there longer than the oldest inhabitant could
remember, and was called Geordie Boyd's Mud
Brig, though who was the said Geordie Boyd and
how he accumulated the huge mass of stone and
rubbish no one knew. It came to be used as the
city dump and it was probably drawn upon
heavily for the making of the George IV Bridge,
and likewise provided the foundations for those
two fine edifices, the Scottish Royal Academy
and the National Gallery, erected on the site.
When all the foregoing is taken into
consideration this vast mass of debris can only
have been the ruins of the Tower Antonia, for
the Mound occupied the same position as the
corresponding Antonia did in Jerusalem. An
ancient and unaccountable mound of stone all
broken debris found exactly on the
corresponding site to Antonia, gives one
profoundly to think! There can be little doubt
that the resemblance between the George IV
Bridge and the Tyropoean Valley, both ravines,
both cutting through the most important hill, is
so remarkable that it could not be duplicated by
similar topographical surroundings in any other
city in the world.

Pool of Siloam. It had sweet (drinking) waters
in "great plenty" and lay against the old city wall
which skirted it. Nehemiah describes how he
rode to the Valley Gate before the Dragon Well,
then to Dung Gate (near the king's stables),
where he viewed the broken walls, then to the
Fountain Gate and to the "King's Pool" or
Siloam. The King's Garden lay in the vicinity for
he mentions those who repaired the Dung and
Fountain Gates, "and the wall of the Pool of
Siloam and the King's Garden and unto the stairs
that go down from the City of David" (Neh. ii,
13-25).
All these references from the Valley Gate to
Siloam covered the western end of the city and
a part of the south-west. The Valley Gate was
that which led from the western extremity of the
walls to the Valley of Hinnom, in old Edinburgh
answering to West Port leading to Corstorphine
Road. Dung Gate answers to Dung Port, a gate
near the King's stables at the foot of Edinburgh
Castle at the west, the place where the Scottish
kings held their jousts. A little more southerly is
Fountain bridge, leading to the Grassmarket
below the Castle walls, which recalls the old
name, although the Fountain Gate of Jerusalem
must be identified with Bristo Port. The southern
extremity of the former ravine, now George IV
Bridge, is known as Bristo Port, which abutted
on Old Borough Loch, once a considerable
fresh-water lake, corresponding with the Pool of
Siloam. A road called the Vennel, formerly a
lane which followed the line of the city wall,
points to the situation of Bristo Port and the
former Loch.
West Port (the Valley Gate of Jerusalem) stands
at the head of the Vennel, and its continuation
finds Port Hopetown, terminus of the Union
Canal, as the probable last remains of the former
Old Borough or South Loch, which at one time
stretched over most of Heriot's School, the Royal
Infirmary, George Square and the Meadows,
reaching eastward as far as the Cowgate. The
actual position of the Cowgate itself is lost, but
it was probably connected with the Temple on
whose site is St. Giles' Cathedral, and it may
have been the Gate Miphkad, through which the
bullock of sacrifice was led to the altar (Ezek.
xliii, 21). It would explain the name "Cow."

In 1693 Slezer, in his work, Theatrum Scotiae,
Pool of Siloam: Josephus tells us that the says that Edinburgh's Borough Loch extended
Tyropoean Valley southwards extended to the to the Cowgate and that iron rings were still to
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be seen fixed to the walls of houses where people
tied up their boats. The situation of this former
loch in low-lying land, fed in part by
underground streams that flow yet from Arthur's
Seat through the Back of Canongate and
Cowgate, and allied possibly with the Water of
Leith, agrees with the position of the Pool of
Siloam.

the actual oldest Masonic Lodge in the world, a
craft traditionally founded by Solomon, but
undoubtedly owing its origin to a yet earlier
period, although Solomon was certainly a Master
Craftsman. Kilwinning's Masonic temple,
dedicated to St. John, recalls that he was an
Essene, a most important sect in Jerusalem,
which possessed a "house" or lodge near the
Gate of the Essenes so-called after them. In
Temple: Herod's fine temple incurred severe Edinburgh, by the Back of Canongate, was the
priestly criticism because he placed a golden Canon Gate, and it would correspond with that
eagle. over the entrance and the priests accepted of the Essenes.
no other symbol of divinity than fire. On the site
of Solomon's and later Zerubbabel's temples, it Bezetha: The great increase of population led to
stood on the crown of the hill known as Moriah the development of the fourth hill, across the
or Mount Moriah, with the powerful Tower of Valley of Jehoshaphat, which lay on high ground
Antonia abutting on it to its north-west, which north of the Temple and the Tower Antonia. The
fortress had its foundations partly built up by Valley of Jehoshaphat, now occupied by the
artificial material from the base of the hill (Jos. railway station and Princes Street Gardens, with
Wars, etc., V, v, 8) and was described as a high, formerly the Nor'Loch skirting the north walls
square edifice with round towers at each corner of the Castle, originally the Pool of Bethesda,
like so many Scottish baronial castles. The enables us to identify Bezetha with Edinburgh's
Romans, as before mentioned, destroyed every North Back of Canongate and Calton Hill, and
vestige of Herod's Temple, as also of the the modern Princes Street.
Antonia, whose broken stones may have formed
the vast mass of debris which became known as Joppa: It is astonishing at first thought that the
Geordie Boyd's Mud Brig. St. Giles' Cathedral identical name of the port of Joppa was borne by
and the present Law Courts must occupy the both Jerusalem and Edinburgh, but it should be
former site of Herod's Temple razed to the remembered that the name and position of
ground.
Jerusalem were destroyed and proscribed by
force majeure and it would be easy to overlook
the name of the port even though it lies only three
miles distant from Hadrian's doomed city.
Josephus says of Joppa that it was "not naturally
a haven for it ends in a rough and straight shore,"
as applies to the Edinburgh Joppa, now largely
embraced in Portobello.

The High: The High, or the Street of God, led
upwards to the Temple from the Lower Market
Place, and agrees topographically with
Edinburgh High Street and Canongate, the latter
an ecclesiastical borough with a religious
distinction all its own, apart from the Cathedral.
Sir Walter Scott urged the claims of Canongate,
within whose bailiwick stands Holyrood House,
its traditional founder being St. David. In St.
John's Street, entering the Canongate by an
archway, stands the Kilwinning Lodge of
Freemasons, said to be one of the oldest, if not

There were dangerous rocks off the shore, and
the north wind "beats upon the shore," he
continues, "and dashed mighty waves against the
rocks." When this "black north wind blew a gale
it dashed ships against one another and carried
some of them out to sea" (Wars, etc., III, ix, 3).
Joppa in the North Sea does suffer from northeasterly gales but a nor'easter in the Eastern
Mediterranean would blow off the land. At our
British Joppa, the mighty seas in stormy weather
beat against the rocks and numerous skerries in
that open sea. With Joppa where it is now
identified we have a rational explanation of how
Josephus claimed that traditionally Andromeda
was bound to a rock near Joppa intended to be
devoured by a sea-monster, when Perseus
rescued her, a story cast in the Atlantic region.
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Its position also explains how the Tyrian
fishermen were said to be able to sell their catch
in Jerusalem on the Sabbath, for when they were
fishing in the North Sea they had no distance to
go, no long journey over hills for thirty-five
miles. Incidentally, from Edinburgh from an
early time there was a paved road to Joppa called
the Fishwives Causey, because the women used
to walk to the port to purchase the fish as landed.

Mount of Olives: This famous height which
dominated Jerusalem is represented in the Near
East by a long flat hill which only exceeds the
height of the Mosque of Omer by 180 feet. The
Mount of Olives, as its name betokens, was
originally planted with olive groves, myrtles and
oaks, and on a flank of it lay the King's Gardens,
belonging to the former House of Lebanon of
Solomon, and later called the Garden of
Gethsemane, where Judas Iscariot betrayed

Christ. If we look to Arthur's Seat and the King's
Park, as the true site of this renowned height, and
whose summit towers 822 feet above the city
below, there may be even found the explanation
of the disaster reported by Zechariah when the
great earthquake split a part of the Mount in two,
leaving a valley between. Near Salisbury Crags,
below Arthur's Seat, there is a tremendous
physical fracture, together with Samson's Ribs—
the Ribs of Hercules—where the bare basaltic
columns resembling a giant's ribs, dip downward
to the lower road leaving a valley between, now
a roadway. This remarkable geological fault or
fracture is the effect of a seismic visitation and
well explains Zechariah's statement.[6]
Arthur's Seat dominates Edinburgh as the Mount
of Olives did Jerusalem, from the east. Its lower
heights, ringed with former terraces or lynchets,
point to the time when the olive and vine were
planted there. Buried in the soil of Arthur's Seat
bronze swords and Celts have been found and
prove the eminence and great antiquity of the
site. Sir Daniel Wilson, in his Prehistoric Annals
of Scotland, reports that on the eastern slopes
was found a coin bearing the effigy of a man
wearing a turban, and with an inscription in
Hebrew bearing the name, "Solomon ben Isaac."
Probably careful archaeological research might
unearth others.
To be Continued

The King James Bible And Francis Bacon
From Our South Of England Correspondent

I

n his first regnal year, King James presided over a
conference between Episcopalians and Puritans. The
primary topic for discussion concerned the numerous, and
sometimes conflicting versions of the Bible—most of which
were not written in English.
The Puritan leader John Rainoldes stressed the need for a
uniform English translation of the Bible. The King approved
the idea, and commissioned a force of 54 translators to execute
the project. The translators were then arranged into six groups
operating under specific guidelines. It was the consummate
set-up. Bacon had every intention of producing his own
translation of the Bible since his teen years, and the King
provided the perfect opportunity and means for its
implementation—along with the ideal cover for which Bacon
was only too happy to insure that James would receive full
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credit for the undertaking. Hence, the "Bacon
Bible" would forever be known as the King
James Version by virtue of Bacon‘s need for a
patron to finance such an immense project, and
a front man behind whom he could operate with
complete invisibility.

of Learning. All of Bacon‘s works used
variations of this design (to be further discussed
in chapter 24).

Without a doubt the most significant encryption
technique employed throughout Bacon‘s works
involves a variety of numerical ciphers. These
By 1609, the translating was completed and the typically involved the Simple, Kaye, Reverse,
roughly drafted manuscripts were handed over and Pythagorean Cipher Tables—each matching
to James who, in turn, covertly committed them specific numbers to the letters of the alphabet.
to Bacon‘s care. Thus, Bacon, along with his Fra
Rosi Cross society, applied the Shakespeare Bacon chose Psalms (his favorite book in the
touch to the work resulting in the most Bible) as the junction for his encrypted
impeccably polished best seller the world has messages. He also used Key words as signposts
ever seen. With the publication of the King to provide coded instructions (much like a
James Version of the Bible in 1611 and the 1623 treasure map) to the initiated reader. So, just as
Shakespeare Folio, the English Language he uses synonyms for his name such as hog, sow,
underwent a total transformation in just 12 years. swine, etc. to serve as Key words in the
Shakespearean works, he also makes use of the
The late actor same system in the KJV, starting with the
C h a r l e t o n appearance of the word swine in Leviticus,
Heston stated Chapter 11 verse 7. This, of course, directs us to
"no
other Psalm 117. Bacon chose the number 117 because
literary
work it corresponds to the name John Dee in Reverse
reads more like Cipher. Turning to Psalm 117, we find that it
S h a k e s p e a r e consists of precisely 33 words (Simple Cipher
than the King for the name Bacon). No other biblical
J a m e s translation does this.
Translation of
the
Bible."* The second appearance of the word swine occurs
Author Edwin in Deuteronomy, Chapter 14 verse 8. Turning to
D.
Lawrence Psalm 148 we find that it is comprised of 202
said
"When words. In encryption codes, zeros are ignored as
Bacon was born, nulls, leaving the number 22. This is code for
English as a literary language did not exist, but Bacon‘s birth date, January 22 (i.e. the 22nd day
once he died he has succeeded in making the of the year). Again, no other biblical translation
English language the noblest vehicle of thought does this. Additionally, Bacon deliberately chose
ever possessed by mankind. This he the number 148 because it matches the name
accomplished merely by his Bible and his William Tudor (Simple Cipher). This would
have been Bacon‘s royal name had he acceded
Shakespeare."*
Just as he had done with the Shakespeare work, to the throne.
Bacon incorporated both coded messages and
Rosicrucian-Masonic symbolism into the "KJV" Throughout the KJV, Bacon always uses the
(King James Version) which identified him as word swine as the substitute for his name, with
the author, or in this case, the chief translator and only one exception—the word boar is the third
editor.
Key word in the series representing Bacon‘s
name. This is significant because the boar is a
One of the most obvious of Bacon‘s coded predominant feature of Bacon‘s coat of arms. He
devices used in the 1611 publication of the KJV is definitely taking us to a higher level of
is his trademark "headpiece" engraved on the understanding. There is an important lesson to
cover. The same engraving block had also been be learned before we can move on. And, sure
used to print the headpiece of the 1593 enough, we appear to be at a dead end since the
publication of Venus and Adonis (the first work word boar has shown up in verse 13 of Psalm
to bear the Shakespeare name). Later, it would 80. However, Bacon has chosen this Psalm to
appear in Bacon‘s Advancement and Proficience point out the significant "Fibonacci" connection
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between the numbers 13 and 8 (to be discussed
in a later chapter). However, the Key to encoding
the instructions leading us forward is in the
wording of the verse itself: "The boar out of the
wood doth waste it, and the wild beast of the
field doth devour it."* The Key words here are
"waste" and "devour." In Bacon‘s day, those
words were synonymous with "take away" or
"subtract." Thus, we are simply being instructed
to subtract 13 from 80, resulting in the number
67. In the Simple Cipher that number matches
the name Francis. We now turn to Psalm 67, and,
voila, it consists of exactly 111 words (the name
Bacon in Kaye Cipher). Again, no other
translation of the Bible will yield the same results.

therefore shall the people praise thee forever and
ever."*

By now, the keen reader has acquired a
fundamental understanding of Bacon‘s
methodology. However, he has provided still
another revelation for our discovery. Starting
from the beginning, with first word of the book
of Genesis, we notice that (unlike any other
biblical translation) the 46th word of the KJV is
"Light." This is the single most important word
in both the Rosicrucian and Masonic
vocabularies. It‘s a signpost directing us to
Psalm 46.

Until now, Baconian scholars have missed the
significance of the number 47, insisting that the
word Selah be ignored so that the word spear
would be the 46th word from the Psalm‘s ending.
They also ignore the fact that the word Selah
appears two more times in the coded message.
If the word is to be ignored once then it should
be rejected altogether—but that would then
destroy the encryption.

The revelatory stage has been eloquently set as
we now step into Psalm 46. In the Kaye Cipher,
the name Christian Rosenkreutz corresponds to
the number 406, i.e. 46. It is no accident that the
word Light, the 46th word in the KJV, matches
that name which in turn leads us to Psalm 46
which functions as another signpost. So, we
count down to the 46th word of Psalm 46—we
land on the word shake. Reversing the process,
we count up from the end of the Psalm (starting
with the word Selah) to the 47th word which is
spear.

Bacon knew what he was doing. He deliberately
ends the Psalm with "Selah" for two reasons.
First, the word Selah corresponds to the number
33 in Simple Cipher. Here, Bacon is using one
of his favorite encryption devices by ending the
Psalm with his own signature, 33. And second,
he wants the word spear to be the 47th word from
the end for the purpose of presenting us with a
brilliant metaphor. Thus, in Simple Cipher, the
number 47 matches the name Hiram. This is no
coincidence as the number 47 is twice mentioned
in the Masonic 3rd Degree lecture with regard
to the "47th problem" (also known as the
"Pythagorean Theorem") in Euclid‘s Elements—
it is the number of the Master Mason.

There
are
several
reasons Bacon chose
this Psalm as the
converging point for his
coded message. First,
the structure of the
Psalm, prior to its
retranslation, provided
an ideal slate upon
which Bacon could pen
an ingenious "super-message." Second, its
numerical value of 46 stands between the
numbers 45 and 47. These three numbers,
aligned in series, serve as a backdrop for a
spectacular display of code using the Now comes the main course—the pieces de
Pythagorean, Kaye and Simple Ciphers.
resistance. We count the number of words
between the words shake and spear, resulting in
Thus, we start with the preceding Psalm 45. That the number 111, which corresponds to the name
number corresponds to the name Shakespeare in Bacon in the Kaye Cipher. In a master stroke,
the 1 through 9 Pythagorean Cipher. Moreover, Bacon has united the names Shakespeare (45),
Psalm 45 has 17 verses. The number 17 in the Christian Rosenkreutz (46), and Hiram (47) with
Pythagorean Table matches the name Bacon. his own name, thereby revealing the three names,
This is another signpost. Once again, the along with their three matching numbers to be
wording of the verse provides critical pseudonymous aspects of himself.
information as it indicates the importance of a
name is about to be revealed: "I will make thy Furthermore, Bacon has crafted a way to prove
name to be remembered in all generations: it out mathematically. We remember that his two
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Rosicrucian seals when combined equal 444.
And, when we place the trio of numbers side-byside, i.e. 45 46 47, a remarkable pattern emerges.
Just as he employs the method of displaying his
code numbers in the Psalm both frontward and
backward, Bacon does the same with the "trio",
i.e. 444 and 567. We now combine them,
resulting in 1011, or 111. Moreover, we get the
same result by partitioning the trio in halves, then
combining them, i.e. 454 + 647 = 1011. None of
this is coincidence!

enters the "Bacon Light" represented by the
number 111 through which he is transformed
from initiate to Master in the number 47.
Therefore, Christian Rosenkreutz (46) and
Hiram (47) serve as Masonic pillars flanking
Bacon (111) in the unifying form of Shake—
111—Spear.

The rich linguistic style of the KJV is uniquely
different from all other versions of the Bible. The
numerous parallels with the Shakespearean
works are unmistakable—this includes the
Finally, the metaphorical meaning becomes encrypted content that is simply not present in
clear. At the outset of his initiation into each any other biblical translation.*
Masonic Degree, the initiate (Candidate)
proclaims his wish to receive "Light." Thus,
being lead to Psalm 46, the initiate seeking Light
The End OS21029
(knowledge), represented by the number 46,
begins his journey of insight and discovery as he

Pasteurised Milk A National Menace (Part 3)
By
Late James C. Thomson 1943

O

ne commercially important fact
emerges. Pasteurised milk, even when
dirty, grows old and harmful to the
consumer without giving any outstanding
indication of deterioration. Degenerative
changes within it no longer cause it to become
sour. Instead, for from three to ten days,
depending largely upon temperature, it can be,
and is, sold as fresh. Then, suddenly, it becomes
bitter and obviously putrescent. From beginning
to end the processing is fraught with danger to
the consumer.

statistics refuse to be cooked to suit the large
controlling interests they are never permitted to
reach the public.
The implications in the following letter are
vitally important to every Nature Cure student
and adherent:PASTEURISATION OF MILK

"Sir—There has been a good, deal in the papers
recently about the pasteurisation of milk to
prevent contamination of tuberculosis to human
But all facts which would beings by drinking milk from tubercular cows.
cause the public to raise
questions are carefully About 50 years ago, when cattle were not tested
suppressed. As already for this disease as they are to-day, the best
explained, control is looking cow was selected out of a byre
exercised over our press, containing 41 cows and a nephew of mine, when
radio and parliament, and a child, was reared on the milk from this cow
we have been conditioned entirely. Sometime later, all the cows were
to accept a tissue of tested, and the cow from which my nephew got
profitable falsehoods. We honour our betrayers. the milk was the most tubercular cow in the byre.
This child is now a man 50 years old and has
Personally I am always more impressed by always enjoyed good health, and for vigour and
genuine findings than by any amount of theory. physique is well above average. Does this prove
When facts have to be suppressed to prevent the that milk from a tubercular cow contaminates
overthrow of a dogma, “science” is in a 'pitiful human beings!”—Yours, etc., Joseph
state. Yet in official circles, when large scale Harrison.—The Scottish Farmer (20: 2: 43).
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T.B.-FREE MILK CAUSES RISE IN
HUMAN T. B.

Year

% T. B.
Herds

%Mortality
from Lung
Tuberculosis
116

Here is a larger experiment, equally telling, but 1917
817
although deserving of wide publicity, It Is
frowned upon by our bacillus-worshipping 1930
448
53
“scientists.” These statistics are from Dr. C.
Engelbreth, Copenhagen (translation of an article
in The Norse Medical Journal, issued by the "If tubercular meningitis were of bovine origin,
County Agricultural Institute, St. Mary's Gate, one would not have expected it to follow lung
Derby, April 1935):tuberculosis but to vary with the supply of
infected milk.
“Owing to the prevalence of cattle tuberculosis
in Denmark, almost all the raw mixed milk and London, With 90 per cent. of its milk
cream contains bovine tubercle bacilli. pasteurised, has had great increases in both'
Nevertheless bovine tuberculosis in humans is pulmonary and non-pulmonary tuberculosis.
not common. . . .
But, rnirabile dictu these increases have nothing
. . . the public has been led to believe that human
tuberculosis can arise from milk; hence the
proposal that all milk coming into Copenhagen
should be from T.T. herds. This was thought to
be the big stride forward in the battle against
human tuberculosis, and the Isle of Bornholm
was instanced as a proof that cattle tuberculosis
can be eradicated.
“In Copenhagen the average for the years 192331 was 46:5%; in Bornholm, however, the figure
for the same years was 62%. Now Bornholm has
a milk supply almost free from bovine tubercle
bacilli whereas in Copenhagen only a small part
is from T.T. herds; the bulk is mixed dairy milk
and contains bovine tubercle bacilli. Hence,
attain freedom from bovine tubercle bacilli in
milk and lung tuberculosis rises. . . . Strong
confirmation Is found in the figures for the larger
provinces:Province

% of T .B.
Herds

Sonderjylland 89

% Mortality
from Lung
Tuberculosis
43

Norrejylland

49

74

to do with the kind of milk consumed!
Not only, so but The
Times (20: 9: 42)
actually prints a
letter
containing
:this phrase:“The diminution of
M i l k - b o r n e
tuberculosis disease
in London, where 90
per cent of its milk is pasteurised, is evidence of
its value."
Could self-deception go further? Could greater
loyalty to advertisers be imagined?
Likewise the Daily Sketch for 26: 2:43. Here the
Editor jibes at those who oppose pasteurisation
and calmly suggest that the objection is not
scientific but financial. That is the technique for
bamboozling the public: reverse the facts, refuse
the opposition a reply—then ridicule them for
their silence!
“With No Other Object”?

In medical discussions the really vital questions
arising out of all germ problems are quietly
sidestepped. Healthy humans are not affected by
Bornholm
16
62
germs in the way claimed in all the expensive
“It is estimated' (Park, Gobbet, Griffith) that 14 propaganda. From the mouth of any healthy
to 20% of tuberculosis is of bovine origin but the person pure cultures of almost any known
Copenhagen statistics do not support this view “disease germ” can be grown.
and the bacteriological discrimination of type is
not certain. The statistics show a decline in The important thing is that so long as we
mortality from tubercular meningitis parallel remain healthy we do not suffer in the least
with that of lung tuberculosis:Oerne
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from the presence of such germs. On the 1941, returned to report progress on 18th May
contrary they appear to be a helpful factor in 1943. This was his story:—
health maintenance.
At the termination of his four months of active
I see the situation as exactly paralleled by that treatment with us his firm had required him to
of the carrion crow. Only after an animal dies go to his former doctor for record purposes. An
does the crow take up its sanitary duties—to X-ray plate revealed that a large new cavity had
break up and detoxicate the decaying body. So opened in his less affected lung. He was duly
long as a spark of life remains. in the body, the warned of his imminent danger, the grave: risks
crow remains neutral. As the crow is to the living he was running, etc., etc. However, he is a
animal so is the “disease germ” to healthy courageous lad. Even if a little distressed by the
tissues. And, just as truly, it is courting disaster verdict, after he wrote asking why I had done
to keep either from its proper communal work. this thing to him and after I had recapitulated my
What the crow does for dead bodies, microbes theory of bacillary technique, he decided to
do for devitalised tissues:—they are nature's continue with his Nature Cure plan of living.
surgeons, cutting away and rendering harmless
“IMPOSSIBLE”
minute areas of unfit cells—clearing away debris
and preparing the way for repair and regrowth.
Six months later a second
X-ray examination was
Because we believe we have ample grounds
made and this disclosed
for these beliefs we ask our patients to remain
that in the interval,
undaunted in face of all misrepresentations.
almost complete healing
Remember that up to fourteen times more
had
occurred.
This
tuberculosis arises among the regular
discovery proved to be
consumers of pasteurised and T.B.-Free milk
such a shock for both the
than occurs in those who take only fresh milk,
medical practitioner and
even when it is "swarming with T.B. germs."
radiologist that several more plates were
It may be that oversimplified theories have exposed. More and more at a loss, in the end
omitted several vitally important factors. As F. they sent all the plates to a T.B. specialist who
W. Broderick, M.R.C.S., L.D.S., has said in due course returned this startling
verdict:— There is something wrong here.
(Dental Gazette, Jan. 1942):—
Such complete healing is impossible in six
“. . . the whole conception of susceptibility to or months. If the dates are correct, then the
immunity from infections is just a maze of photographs are from different individuals:
hypothesis consisting of such words as
“MARVELLOUS”
antibodies, toxins, receptors, complement,
amboceptors, etc., etc., with no other object than
to make new findings fit into accepted modes of Needless to say, this incident dissipated from the
thought."
patient's mind any lingering doubts and fears.
Here is his latest report:NATURAL HEALING IN
TUBERCULOSIS--with a note on “Legal I am feeling fine and getting through an
Proof”
unbelievable amount of work every day.
When I recall what I was like a few years ago
Q. Speculating about your theory of bacilli as it is marvellous.
scavengers and surgeons, what would happen IN
PRACTICE if the human doctors and surgeons Note well that had he broken away from his
were to withdraw in really serious cases of regimen at the time when he was furnished with
phthisis and delegate their work to the bacillus such complete and devastating “proof of failure”
alone?
his condition would have been permanently
worsened—and there would have been plenty of
A. As the question is a practical one, here is an legal proof that we had done the damage. To say
actual instance. An old-established phthisis the least, the present satisfactory outcome would
patient, who had undergone many treatments have been utterly out of the question.
previous to coming to the Kingston Clinic, in
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All of which gives point to Dr. Tilden's claim:-- the food of the children. Here is his account of
“The average surgeon has never seen the natural the result of their increased intake of green foods,
healing of a wound.”
unpasteurized milk, etc :—
Even more it drives home Gerald Heard's “I often think how much I owe to Kingston, not
aphorism—“Only those enduring to the end are only for the splendid physical well-being I now
saved.”
enjoy . . . but also in my relations with the world.
You will like to know that in eleven terms here
A SCHOOL REPORT
we have had two cases of measles and one of
mumps introduced by particularly badly-fed
Nature Cure is nothing if not practical. But while looking children from outside, and we have had
our system can achieve satisfactory healing In only one contact case from them, instead of the
an occasional case even after it has reached the usual school epidemics, while children in the
most desperate stages, the principles of natural neighbourhood have been going down like
living come into full flower in the achievement ninepins.”
and maintenance of High Level Health—a state
wherein such problems as infections, from For those who are willing to face facts, little
chickenpox and measles to smallpox and more need be said. If Health is the end in view,
tuberculosis, are solved incidentally as it were, any germ we may happen to meet is unimportant:
before they arise.
In any normal situation how we live decides the
issue.
Allow me to quote a practical instance from the
To be continued
Head of a boys' school. From his own
satisfactory experiences he decided to modify

Creative Leisure And The Kingdom
John Trotter (Winmalee)

F

OR the premillennialist the issue of
God’s perfect Law and creative leisure is
of great importance. Even with “new
heavens and a new earth” ( 2 Peter 3:13) there
has to be some form of economy. The Bible is
very clear as regards this matter. Not only are
there verses that mention the restored Kingdom
of Israel but also there is mention of other
nations existing in the future Kingdom Age.
Christ is also to sit upon the throne of His father
David and is to reign over the house of Jacob
forever (Luke 1:32-33). The fulfilment of these
future prophecies will not take place in heaven,
where at the moment Christ sits at the right hand
of God ( 1 Peter 3:22 ) .

to be removed. The real meaning of creative
leisure and its daily application will then become
a reality.
The
following
thoughts are mainly
aimed
at
the
Western
world
where the majority
of Israel live today.
We all live in a very
wasteful society.
Much of it is
planned waste and
in reality is the destruction of God’s providence
and wealth. This destruction results in the need
for workers to spend endless hours at work in
producing items that have only a short time of
existence. We literally live in a throwaway
society. Families as a result suffer in so many
ways. There is also waste in the area of money
matters especially where Government and big
monopolies are involved.

It is my opinion that when Jesus Christ returns
to earth and sits upon the throne of David, it is
then that He will be as King and not before. The
process of correcting the wrongs and bringing
back Israel into a broken and contrite heart
relationship with her husband will not take place
overnight. The “ecclesia” or called out ones and
the messengers who have been chosen from the
beginning of time will play an important part in Such examples of waste are the following: the
this cleansing of the Kingdom when the tares are deliberate inbuilt obsolescence where white
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goods are meant to last a short time; in other
areas, companies deliberately produce excess
number of items knowing full well that they
wont be sold; union activity on building sites and
O.H.S. issues slow down the daily routine of
workers (in the case of O.H.S. matters it is
admitted that safety issues had to change but now
the pendulum has gone too far); international
trade has not helped in this waste between
nations. Many more examples could be given
like that of eating more than what the body can
deal with , resulting in obesity and diabetes.
In all areas of finance we have all Western
governments interfering in the affairs of private
enterprise like that of small business. The owner
has to again fill out endless pages of information
so as the government can keep a watch on you
for a national census. As so often happens for
the owner, to stay in business, he has to carry out
certain practices that he is not happy with. All
these extra commitments bite into the creative
leisure time that we all would like to have more
of. The Taxation Dept. does not help in these
matters. At the moment we have in Australia a
Federal Government that is known for its
massive waste of money and abuse of its
authority to govern this country. Unfortunately
at the next election, when there is to be an
expected change of government, we will see
again after about 5 years that nothing has really
changed. The “move slowly quickly” motto of
the Fabian Socialists, who have been around
since the late C19th, will make sure the saying,
“the more things change, the more they stay the
same”, will still apply.
I believe enough has been said to show the waste
problem that occurs in Western democracies. It
is my opinion that much of this is planned. It is
the “order out of chaos” theme. How far all this
goes, time will tell, but I can assure you God will
only let it go so far , because the end result would
be total annihilation of mankind. We are told in
Matthew 24:22 that those days will be shortened
(docked) for the “elect sake”. It is not generally
accepted, that even the enemies of God are being
used to carry out His plan. Even Satan’s
ministers of righteousness, as transformed
ministers of light (2 Corinthians 11:15) are to
play a part in this plan.

imagine what time there would be made
available to spend with the family, do studies to
expand your knowledge on so many subjects,
enjoy the wonders of nature and of course the
important one, to have more time to study the
Scriptures and related matters?

Just imagine if we did not have mortgages (death
grip) and the repayment was made without
interest. Or let’s consider the great amount of
time we would have if all of God’s financial
Laws were applied to Government and to our
private lives. We would then have true
conversion for the Law of the Lord is perfect
(Psalm 19:7). But you see the authorities and the
ignorance of the Churches will not allow it to
happen. It is no wonder that the shepherds of
Israel are going to receive the greater
condemnation by Jesus Christ when He reigns
over Israel.
Once the Laws are printed into our hearts, then
rain will fall in due season (Deuteronomy 11:14)
and we will remember that it is God who gives
us the wealth (Deuteronomy 8:18). Not only will
God provide our daily needs, but the knowledge
of His creation will be freely made known to all
who seek His wisdom. Then creative leisure will
become a means to give glory to God and to
prosper in His blessings.

Creative leisure and true learning will go hand
in hand. The search for knowledge will not be
inhibited by dialogues that are based on the
wisdom of this worldly system (1 Corinthians
3:19). There is not only inbuilt obsolescence in
today’s white goods, but fortunately for us there
is a similar obsolescence in the Babylonian
system under which we are now suffering. We
In view of the above few examples of waste in have been promised that it also will fall
all its forms, I ask the following question: If (Revelation 14:8).
these types of waste did not exist, can you
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The few thoughts expressed in this article will
hopefully help you to look forward to a time
when the cares of this evil world will be no more.
There is coming a time when the wealth of God’s
Creation and Providence will be equitably (not
equally) shared by all those who seek His return.
The wanton destruction of God’s wealth will be
a thing of the past.

chief and highest end of man?”. The answer:
“Man’s chief and highest end is to glorify God
and fully to enjoy Him forever”. In the
meantime, because we do not know the time for
the restoring of the Kingdom, we must with
every effort find the time for CREATIVE
LEISURE to not only centre our thoughts on
Christ, the Redeemer of Israel, but also to study
the Scriptures so as we might be approved by
Society in the West has been so structured with God and to “rightly divide the word of TRUTH”
entertainment and greedy endeavours, that there (2 Timothy 2:15).
is little time to fulfil the first question of the
Larger Catechism of the Westminster
The End OS21031
Confession of Faith which asks: “What is the

The Toxin So Dangerous It's Causing Catastrophic
Birth Defects
Dr. J. Mercola
susceptible to the damaging effects of genetically
engineered soy. The impact can be better
appreciated by considering the following
statistics:
Soy is the main income source for landowners
and the state—soybeans are considered a "gold
mine" by Argentinians; soy exports generate
16,000 million dollars a year. The area cultivated
with soy has reached 19 million hectares,
representing 56 percent of Argentina's cultivated
land. 98 percent of Argentina's soybean
production is genetically modified.

R

OUNDUP Ready soy is now being
cultivated on a massive scale across the
globe, along with the exponentially
increasing use of the herbicide Roundup.
Monsanto's "Roundup Ready" soy beans are
genetically modified to survive otherwise lethal
doses of glyphosate, the active ingredient in the
company's herbicide Roundup.
It's a win-win for Monsanto. But it's a loss for
just about everyone else.
One of the countries most affected by genetically
engineered soy is Argentina, whose population
is being sickened by massive spraying of
herbicides across the country's Pampas (the
country's "fertile plain").
Argentina's Pampas used to be dotted with dairy
and vegetable farms, but now, large-scale
soybean monoculture blankets most of their
cultivated land, making them especially

190 million litres of glyphosate (the active agent
in Roundup) are sprayed in Argentina annually,
which is leading to not only illness among the
population but to widespread deforestation, as
trees are among the victims these herbicides
leave in their wake of destruction.
Soya burgers are a staple of today's Argentinian
diet. Argentinian children were consuming so
much genetically engineered soy that they began
developing breasts from the estrogenic effects,
before authorities stepped in with warnings.
Studies also strongly suggest that the glyphosate
that these crops are doused with can cause cancer
and birth deformities; both of which are
occurring at increasing rates in areas where
spraying is done. Sterility and miscarriages are
also increasing. Experts warn that in 10 to 15
years, rates of cancer, infertility and endocrine
dysfunction could reach catastrophic levels in
Argentina. But few people are listening.
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"It's Food for Today, Hunger and Cancer
for Tomorrow"
The immediate symptoms are always the same
for Argentinian bystanders in the spray zone:
dizziness, allergic reactions and itching, mouth
swelling, and general malaise that's similar to
the feeling of coming down with the flu. People
are warned to stay inside when spraying is
underway, but they report getting sick in spite
of this confinement.
When those affected
visit their physicians,
they're told it's "all in
their
heads."
Authorities also turn
a deaf ear—as does
the government when
it's presented with
scientific evidence of
the dangerous effects
of
Monsanto's
products for their people and environment.
Fortunately, increasing numbers of scientists are
now starting to speak out. For example, the
engineers' school in Santiago del Estero
announced that chemicals are causing 100 babies
to be born with deformities every year. One of
the most influential studies was conducted by
one of Argentina's leading scientists, Andres
Carrasco, who works in Argentina's Ministry of
Science.

arrived unannounced at his laboratory and were
extremely aggressive, attempting to interrogate
Carrasco and obtain details of his study.
"It was a violent, disproportionate, dirty
reaction," he said. "I hadn't even discovered
anything new, only confirmed conclusions that
others had reached."
The conclusions to which Carrasco is referring
are those from independent researchers who have
found strong evidence glyphosate causes the
following:
Carrasco's
and others'
work point to
the fact that
the public, in
Argentina and
elsewhere, is
being subject
to a massive
biological
experiment involving the effects of genetic
manipulation of the food supply. Genetically
engineered food products have NEVER been
tested for safety—so the long-term effects are
largely unknown. The warnings science has
provided demand a thorough investigation into
just how much glyphosate human beings and
animals can safely ingest. At present, no such
investigation has taken place, and most
regulatory agencies choose instead to rely in
industry studies claiming glyphosate is safe.

Andrés Carrasco Attacked for Exposing the
Truth
Embryonic specialist Andres Carrasco decided
to investigate the health effects of glyphosate
for himself after hearing so many reports by
desperate peasant and indigenous communities
who were suffering from exposure to toxic
herbicides. According to Dr. Carrasco, his
studies show glyphosate exposure can cause
defects in the brain, intestines, and hearts of
amphibian fetuses, and these results can be
applied to humans. Moreover, the amount of
Roundup used on genetically engineered soy
fields was as much as 1,500 times greater than
that which created the defects.
According to an article in Grain, the biotech
industry "mounted an unprecedented attack on
Carrasco, ridiculing his research and even
issuing personal threats." In addition, four men
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I Am A Racist
From Our Suffolk Correspondent

A

South African artist
called Brett Murray
has been causing a
huge stir since his painting
of South Africa’s president
titled The Spear was put up
in a local gallery. The ANC
have worked themselves up
into a total frothy about the painting and their
biggest issue with it - It’s racist. ???????

the car - I must be a racist, because only racists
care about road safety it would seem.

I complained to the manager of my bank because
the woman handling my account is so
incompetent and hasn’t responded to one email
or message I’ve left her for over 2 months!
Nevermind that my account is about to be shut
down because of FICA. I must be a racist then
because only racists expect service from a bank
and stupidly think an organisation is going to
Disrespectful, maybe. Rude, maybe. But actually do the job they promise to do in all their
marketing material.
racist???
The other day my husband confronted a woman
outside a shopping centre after she carelessly
threw her fast food packet on the floor less than
10cm from a dustbin. Her response - "you’re just
a racist". Yes, you’re absolutely right, because
only racists care about keeping their city clean
In South Africa, the word racist has lost it’s and litter free.
original meaning and now only get’s used to
describe a white person doing something a black I fired a lady who worked for me once because
person doesn’t like. You never hear it used in I caught her rummaging through one of my
any other context. You can’t say to a black CEO cupboards and she had taken my passport and
that he is racist because he won’t hire white other belongings which I found in her bag. Her
people, no - he’s just making sure that only only response - "you’re a racist". Yes, yes I am.
blacks get hired because of BEE. You can’t call Because only racists think that stealing is a
a university racist because they won’t accept an criminal offence and is done by people with no
application from a white student with straight morals or conscience.
A’s for 8 subjects - instead taking on a black
student who barely passed matric. Nope, they’re I swear being a white person in this country can
not racist, they’re just correcting the wrongs of be very bloody exasperating at times. The ANC
the past. But god forbid you do hire the white has brainwashed the masses with this little word
person or you do admit the white student, you’ll - racist - to the point that it’s actually completely
be branded racist by the government quicker that lost its meaning and now get’s used totally out
you can say “colour shouldn’t be the issue here” of context. Most days I just let it pass and I don’t
because how dare you choose a white person go into effect of it. But today is not one of those
over a black person in a democratic South Africa. days. Today I’m angry and today I’m sick and
tired of it.
Most of the time when you are a white person
and you call your fellow countrymen to be held I’m not shouting at you because you’re black,
accountable for their unacceptable words and I’m shouting because you’re a maniac on the
actions such as corruption, nepotism, fraud, roads who is a danger to society.
theft, you’ll be branded a racist.
I’m not complaining to your manager because
Today, I shouted at a taxi driver who pushed you’re black. I’m complaining because you’re
in-front of me nearly driving me into the curb an incompetent moron who is incapable of doing
with no regard for the fact that I have a child in her job properly.
That little word that has become the political
whip with which the ANC work the masses up
into angry mobs and riots anytime something
happens that they don’t like. And it’s becoming
really really tiring.
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I’m not firing you because you’re black. I’m that he keeps hitting a nerve that’s a little too
close to home.
firing you because you’re a thief.
I’m not confronting you because your black, I’m Maybe, Mr Zuma, it’s time to take a long, hard
shouting at you because you’re a messy pig who look in the mirror. If you were honest with
yourself you’d see that people actually have
expects other people to clean up your mess.
very little respect for you because you have lied
Please get over yourselves and move out the way and cheated your way through your Presidency.
of the remarkably amazing black people who DO You have been involved with more seedy,
take total responsibility and who actually want corrupt criminals than Horatio Cane and you
this country to work for ALL the people who have abused funds for personal gain. You have
raped, lied, stolen, protected evil men and
live in it.
weezled your way out of prosecution and you
If being a racist in this country means that I will wonder why people continue to take the piss out
stand up for my rights, fight for what is fair and of you in the media and treat you with utter
true and hold everyone around me accountable contempt. Even the great Oliver Tambo’s
for their words and actions, then I am a racist daughter doesn’t think much of you based on
through and through. If being a racist means that what she had to say about the painting: “He
I believe in freedom of speech and expression should inspire the reverence he craves. This
and that everyone’s point of view is relevant, no portrait is what he inspired”
matter what colour, age or sex, then I will
proudly announce to all who can hear that I am You Mr Zuma and your ANC are a bunch of
a racist. If being a racist means that I believe we CANTS!
should all be treated with the same rules and
consequences and that no-one, especially not the CAN’T let go of the past
President, is above the law and exempt from CAN’T operate in your life without breaking the
criminal prosecution when that law has been rules
broken, then print me a t-shirt saying “I am a CAN’T find your integrity with a map and a
racist” and I will wear it in the streets. If being flashlight and a tour guide (unless you pay them
a racist means that I will not stand idly by while off).
the few, corrupt pigs in the ANC rape this CAN’T treat women with any kind of respect
country for everything they can get with no CAN’T obey the laws of this country
regard for the poor and the homeless and the CAN’T stop operating from a place of revenge
uneducated, then I’ll get I’m a racist tattooed on and hate for what’s happened in the past
my back.
CAN’T find a way forward with no agenda or
Mr Zuma and the payoff
ANC - you need to CAN’T stop putting family members in
get a different government positions for which they are not
vocabulary. Instead qualified
of shouting at CAN’T stop the out of control corruption that is
someone like Brett rife throughout every government department
Murray about a CAN’T stop getting involved in shady,
painting
being underhanded deals
offensive, maybe CAN’T seem to get the education right in this
you should be country
asking yourselves CAN’T say goodbye of Affirmative Action and
why he painted it in BEE which is ruining businesses across this land
the first place.
Instead of wanting But what do I know?
to take Zapiro to
court every time he I’m just a white girl talking about a black man.
depicts the president & his shower head in one
of his cartoons, why don’t you stop to realise that
I must be a racist
there is truth in everything he draws and that
your angry responses are really due to the fact
The End
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Letters & Views
THE ROYAL ASSENT
Sir,__From what I
can
find
the
government
has
automatic consent.
They
would
normally sign any
act into law in front
of parliament and
the house of lords .
So I presume she
gives a nod they pass it. I also found she refused
to give assent to an Iraq war inquiry. Its seems
to me they are doing what they like

action by United Kingdom forces against Iraq.
It was presented by Tam Dalyell and supported
by Tony Benn, Harry Cohen, Jeremy Corbyn,
George Galloway, Neil Gerrard, Dr Ian Gibson,
John McAllion, Alice Mahon,Robert MarshallAndrews, Dennis Skinner and Audrey Wise.
The bill became Bill 35 in the 1998/1999
Parliamentary session, and was initially
scheduled for second reading on 16 April 1999.
As a bill modifying the monarch's prerogative
powers, the Queen's consent was required before
it could be debated in Parliament. This is an
instance of one situation in which more direct
monarchical assent than the rather technical
Royal Assent is required for a bill to become an
Act of Parliament.

The Act was repealed by section 2(2) of the
Royal Assent Act 1967,[6] which however The Queen, acting upon the advice of her
preserved the Commissioners' role.
government, refused to grant her consent for the
introduction of the bill. The second reading was
This Act was repealed for the Republic of Ireland initially postponed from 16 April until 23 July
by sections 2(1) and 3(1) of, and Part 2 of 1999. Due to the Crown's continuing refusal to
Schedule 2 to, the Statute Law Revision Act signify its consent to the bill, it could not receive
2007.
its second reading on 23 July 1999. In the
absence of a request for a further postponement,
In 1999, Queen Elizabeth II, acting on the advice the bill was automatically dropped before it
of the government, refused to signify her consent obtained its second reading.
to hearing of the Military Action Against Iraq
(Parliamentary Approval) Bill, which sought to When military action against Iraq was eventually
transfer from the monarch to Parliament the organised in 2003, the government sought
power to authorize military strikes against Iraq. Parliamentary approval on 18 March 2003, one
Due to the Crown's refusal to consent to the bill's day before the invasion began, although no
hearing, it was automatically dropped.
powers under the royal prerogative were thereby
transferred to Parliament. John Knight
In 1998, Palace of Westminster (Removal of
Crown Immunity) Bill was unable to progress
E. U. Referendum
because Queen's consent had not been given.
In 1990, Reform of the House of Lords Bill was Sir,---It is understandable why few people are
unable to progress because Queen's consent had aware of Britain's real situation being managed
over our heads. The national media assertively
not been given.
conceal the truth about Government activities
The
Military
Action
Against
Iraq and we have to watch TV’s “Russia Today” to
(Parliamentary Approval) Bill was a private learn what is actually going on. Our politicians
member's bill introduced into the United work to their own secret agenda controlled by
Kingdom House of Commons by Tam Dalyell EU and Bilderberg influence but we are allowed
MP under the Ten Minute Rule. It received its the hint of an EU Referendum.
formal first reading on 26 January 1999. The bill
sought to transfer the power to authorise military Do not believe for one moment that it would be
Any referendum offered will be
strikes against Iraq from the monarch to fair.
Parliament. The long title of the bill was a Bill confusingly worded, will not offer a straight “In”
to require the prior approval, by a simple or “Out” choice and no matter what we vote for,
majority of the House of Commons, of military the answer will be a resounding “Yes” to the EU.
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The second Irish Referendum on the Lisbon
Treaty is a case in point. It was as much a clear
“No” vote as the first yet the apparent result was
an unqualified “Yes” to the Treaty when the
people had actually voted “No”. Our political
system is corrupt.

often, that he would be unavailable to give his
assent to legislation and again handed the assent
to parliament.

4) George 6th., unprepared for Monarchy, and
suffering from cancer, finally due to adverse
health, gave the Assent into the keeping of
And do not think that voting in a referendum is Parliament in 1939.
acceptable. Britain's EU membership has been
illegal ever since Heath betrayed us into Upon his death in 1952, parliament still retained
European domination under the pretence of the this Royal Assent, and it wasn't given back to
common market agreement. Those who vote in Elizabeth 2nd until her Coronation.
any EU referendum will be breaking British law
and their votes will thus be unlawful. Yours Whilst during these years of unrivalled power of
holding the Assent, parliament subscribed to a
faithfully, Rex Poulton
great many Treasons, most notably the signing
of The United Nations Charter in 1946, which
The Privy Council & The Royal Assent
in clause 46, states that the U.N., at its discretion,
can suppress and suspend the Laws, Customs
Sir–-All concerned have
and usages of all member states, and fact is that
been duped for many, many
since then, Britain has been under continuous
years. It is understandable
Emergency powers, and robbed blind in the
that there are so many anti
process.
royalists, as there has been
so much legislation passed
Now that the Diamond Jubilee has ended, the
in her name that is
country as a whole should rise up and free the
unconstitutional, however,
Queen from her enforced confinement and allow
that is because for several
her to honour her Coronation oath to us, and
years the Queen has in fact
bring parliament and the Privy Council to
been a prisoner within her own realm, ever since
account before A Common Law Court of
the Treaty of Amsterdam was signed unlawfully
Record, and suitable punishment. Regards,
in 1998.
John Bennett
There is a long history of these Treasons by both
Modern Art
the Privy Council and unwittingly by Parliament
right back to Queen Victoria. All is fully Dear Sir––Your readers might be interested in
documented in Hansard.
this enclosed article I came across in the British
Lion (June 1929) on Communist art, which we
1) Victoria taking refuge at Osborne House know is Jewish, and how in fact it is an attack
reneged on her sworn oath, and gave the Royal on our culture. How shocked would the readers
Assent into the keeping of the Privy Council to of that time be, if they could see the penetration
act on her behalf. They then signed the Treaty of this perverse art and architecture in 2012!
of Heligoland 1895.
Yours faithfully, H. Oliver, Tynault.
2) George 5th. Was so supportive of the
Constitution and his sworn oath of Allegiance to
his subjects, that he was a problem to the Privy
Council as he maintained the Royal assent, but
as he became ill near the end of his reign, he
again gave parliament his assent to act on his
behalf.

BOLSHEVISM IN ART
By Frank Leslie

M

UCH has been written; and no doubt
much has been done by the
authorities to stem the flow of
Bolshevik
propaganda
in this country. But while
3) Edward 8th. too busy chasing other men's
wives in illicit relationships, informed danger from that direction is always likely, there
parliament that he would be out of Britain so is a form of Bolshevism far more insidious in
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our midst. Its dangers are multiple and it is,
unless curbed in time, inevitably going to affect
the morale and even the religious element of the
nation. It faces us on all sides, our architecture,
our sculpture, our so-called modern school of
painting, our and even our poetry are tainted with
its germs.
In architecture we have had some of our finest
old buildings razed to make way for massive
prison-like structures entirely devoid of any
artistic merit and solely constructed for the ready
realisation of capital, and square and hideous
they stand, an eyesore to those who knew
London in better days. In one or two cases some
pretence at artistic effect has been attempted and
a barbaric form of sculpture has been introduced.
And here is Bolshevism in art with a vengeance.
Sir William Arbuthnot Lane recently took
exception to one sculptor's conception of a big
toe and; in spite of what the remarks may have
been by other sculptors, Sir William was
thoroughly justified. Mr Reid Dick is reported
to have said "he ought to mind his own business.
Mr. Reid Dick evidently forgets that when the
sculptor's work is completed to his satisfaction
and publicly exhibited, then it is certainly
intended for public criticism; otherwise why
should he exhibit at all? In many instances it
would be a kindness to his fellow men if the
sculptor kept his precious "creation" in his cellar.
Mr. Jacob Epstein also appeared in this
controversy with the statement that "the modern
sculptor is not a copyist." In his case this is
certainly so, but if he is executing a bust from
life, is he going to create a phantasy of his own
imagination and label it with the name of his
model? A Portrait from life must be as much a
copy, or it is supposed to be, as the negative form
a camera can produce. Of course, if Mr. Epstein
means by his "creations" such absurdities as his
"Rima" in Hyde Park, and the allegorical
monstrosities on one of our latest architectural
freaks, then we can thank Providence that he is
not a Pygmalion!

bolshevism obtruding itself upon an inoffensive
public. If a protest is raised, it is met by insult,
or the lack of intelligence to appreciate is
suggested.
There is only one reflection, and it is tragic
enough—that, with the advance of this so-called
progress, physical energy will suffer, and the
eyesight of the future generation (already a
matter for serious consideration) will have
deteriorated' to such an extent that they have the
satisfaction of being unable to see the inflictions
their forebears had to endure. Here a suggestion
offers itself. Could not a room at the Tate Gallery
be set apart for its gruesome and Bolshevik
productions and ticketed "The Chamber of
Horrors"? Thus the memory of art could be
respected and visitors with a sense of clean and
honest work be spared from this vicious form of
exhibit. So also with music. Enough has been
already written about jazz! The only conclusion
we can come to is that, if the public really want
it, it is a proof of degeneration. The very Negro
disclaims it, and also what are described as
"Negro Spirituals," than which no more
blasphemous productions could be performed.
Their place may be all right in the plantations;
but to an audience with pretensions to
enlightenment, they are nauseous.
Nor are some of the present "high-brow"
conceptions much better when one listens to the
mad emanations of a Stravinsky,
All considered; there is no doubt that a vile form
of Bolshevism in art does exist, and the only
means to counter the evil is to appoint a strict
censorship. The outrageous abuse of the cinema
necessitated intervention and a censorship was
established and it is high time that the authorities
dealt in a like manner with this so called Modern
Art.

When one looks at some of the latest eyesores
erected at the most prominent positions in the
Metropolitan area, one cannot help thinking that,
whatever the sculptor's ideas of creation "may
be a little study of "Duval's Artistic Anatomy"
would not be amiss; even to a toe!
Leaving sculpture, let us look at modern
painting. There we find the same insidious
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Archbishop of Canterbury
Sir–-, I thought
your
readers
might
be
interested in a
letter that I sent
to
the
Archbishop of
Canterbury,
with a letter of
mine which was
published in the
New
Ensign
r e c e n t l y
regarding court
procedure .

Europe At A Crucial Crossroad
Sir–-, In the following extract from an article
by Jeff Nielson explains that the banks are artificially creating the European crisis to enslave
all of Europe and seize all European gold reserves. They are doing this through the mechanism of Credit Default Swaps to raise or lower
interest rates on bonds and, therefore, make or
break individual states. As confirmation note, as
Nielson points out, that Germany, France and
the UK actually have a higher ratio of debt to
GDP than Spain which is currently in the
cross-hairs.
TL

Nearly two and a half years ago, I first began
warning readers of the “economic terrorism”
which Wall Street had unleashed upon Europe –
via the fraudulent manipulation of credit default
swaps, and equally fraudulent “ratings cuts”
My Lord Archbishop,
from their accomplices, the ratings agencies. At
a time when only Greece had begun to experiThe letter attached was in an Internet magazine ence financial turmoil, I wrote:
I receive monthly and caused me to ponder long …It will be even more interesting to see what
and hard.
happens next. If the CDS [credit default swap]
That rousing hymn "Onward Christian Soldiers"
tells us that every member of any Christian
church is a member of the Christian army and
we all know who the commanding officer is!
Who has given us certain orders, and in any
disciplined body, such as a ship at sea, orders
have to be obeyed, else chaos results.

spreads now begin to “mysteriously” widen for
Spain, Portugal, and perhaps other EU members, this will signal that these financial psychopaths are going to continue to simply nuke one
vulnerable economy after another.
In fact this is precisely what we have seen
transpire. As this made-in-Wall-Street financial
holocaust intensified, roughly one year ago I
wrote a four-part series (“Economic Rape of
Europe Nearly Complete”) where I first explained what had already taken place, and then
detailed what was to come.

Swearing is common in courts of law and
elsewhere, such as the Freemasons in their
amateur theatricals, taking horrendous oaths
without an audience. We read in Martin Short’s
book; “Inside The Brotherhood”, which tells of In Part II of that series, noting how the banking
an interview with a 32° Freemason who had left cabal was lusting for the remaining gold rethe Masons to become a Christian.
serves of Europe’s debtor-governments; I predicted that part of this “rape” of Europe would
While all this is going on, this disobedience to be to use these fraudulent bond debts as a prethe Lord’s order (your Grace may find others!) text for confiscating these nations’ gold. One
We cannot be described as a Christian nation. A week ago, UK’s The Telegraph published the
most serious situation!
article “Europe’s debtors must pawn their gold
For Eurobond Redemption”, where it wrote:
As the senior ecclesiastic in England may I
…Southern Europe’s debtor states must pledge
suggest that you confer with the moderator of
their gold reserves and national treasure as colthe Church of Scotland so that a conference may
lateral under a €2.3 trillion stabilisation plan
be held for all heads the Christian churches in
gaining momentum in Germany.
our land, including the Unitarians and Roman
Catholics (who have apologized for the In Part III of this series I wrote:
Smithfield Martyrs etc.,) so that this evil may be …The Oligarchs thus have one more necessary
rectified. Yours truly, Duncan M Henderson. step to irrevocably cement this campaign of
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economic slavery: the full, economic integration of all Euro-zone economies.

Leverson Enquiry

Can the Greek people free themselves from
their economic slavery? Can they elect a government which will actually represent the people (instead of bankers and Bond Parasites)?
Will they be allowed to do so?

Camermoron in the news today giving
"evidence." This constant news (as well as
Syrian misrepresentation) by the controlled
media is just all smoke and mirrors and the likes
of Camermoron are just acting their part. The
real reason for this is that they are going to use
Leversons "solution" (or should that be final
solution?) to clamp down even further on those
spreading the truth. Also note, according to
Russia Today, there is some small print about
information being in the public interest (i.e the
truth) in a local bill before parliament at the
moment that further strengthens this clamp down.

If the Greek people can successfully restore
democracy to their nation, and follow in the
path of Iceland – despite the much more hellish
road the Greek people have been forced to take
– then this will mark a crushing defeat for the
financial fascism which Wall Street has envisaged for (first) Europe. On the other hand, if
Greece (and its people) are successfully bludgeoned into remaining economic slaves, then the
British Military next for Privatisation?
future looks very bleak indeed for the rest of the
population of Europe. Yours truly RP
I heard yesterday that The British Army has now
been reduced down to just 82,000! This is inline
with the next British institution ripe for
Lincolnshire Police
privatisation. You cannot have national armies
in the New World Order. Regards, Mike Clayton
Sir,—-Some of you
may be interested to "I sincerely believe the banking institutions
know that since an having the issuing power of money, are more
email I sent a few dangerous to liberty than standing armies."
months ago regarding (Thomas Jefferson)
Lincolnshire Police
being privatised by
security firm G4S,
news today by the
local British Brainwashing Corporation
is that security firm G4S have been asked (by
whom?) to make savings. Apparently 500 police
jobs were transferred over to the ownership of
G4S on 1st April this year. Up to 60 jobs are to
go before the end of the year. So there you have
it as we all know what happens with
privatisation. The Police Force is no more in
Lincolnshire and as far as i'm concerned should
not be respected by the public, until it returns to
what it should be, that is unless decent Police
Men/Women make a strong stand NOW. This
probably explains why the Chief Constable
Richard Crompton retired and other placemen
refuse to act on our Treason allegations.
"Police" given more surveillance powers
I am sure many on this distribution are already
under surveillance, however, did you note that
Tax Inspectors can also get permission to access
your details? Note Jeffersons words below!
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Christian Identity Radio Broadcasts

Saturday nights, 8 ET (Sunday 1am BST)
www.talkshoe.com/tc/21924

The Voice of Christian Israel, Sundays, Noon ET (5 pm
BST)
A wide range of Literature and rare
book reprints in hard copy, reasonably
priced, now available from the Christ's
Assembly web site:
http://christsassembly.com/literature.htm

1 Copy: Send 3 x 2nd Class Stamps
5 Copies: Send 3 x Large Letter 2nd class
stamps

TalkShoe

P.O. Box 274,
Hemel Hempstead,
Herts HP3 9EQ
Tel: 07984 775937

The Kingdom Message

www.theflameuk.com
Tel. No. 07984 775937

Rev. Stephen Michael
Saturdays 10am (est) 3pm (gmt)
http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/talkCas
t.jsp?masterId=73940&cmd=tc
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Announcements
The Christian Defence
League

GERMANY’S OWN
IDENTITY MAGAZINE

New Christian Crusade Church
PO Box 25
Mandeville, LA 70470. USA.
Tel. No. +1 6017498565

The Chronicles Of The
Migrations Of The
Twelve Tribes Of Israel
From The Caucasus
Mountains Into Europe
By
Pastor Eli James
The above PowerPoint presentation is
available at Pastor Eli’s website:

CONTACT

www.anglo-saxonisrael.com

pia-6@t-online.de

Parts 1 - 6 plus a short introduction
can now be viewed or downloaded the latest addition part 6 covers the
German people in relation to the
migrations of the Tribes of Israel.

Für unsere deutschen Leser

The New Ensign
Can be contacted
by e-mail
thenewensign@gmail.com

Previous Issues
are archived at

Weitere Informationen aus den
Autor: thesynagogueofsatan@hotmail.com

newensign.christsassembly.com
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